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Geoffrey C Shepard
Rose Valley Farm

Box 200
Moylan, PA 19065

October 10, 2007

Leslie Schoenfeld
Director of Special Collections
Harvard Law Library
Cambridge, MA 02138

Dear Leslie

Last summer under your watchful eye and supervision, I reviewed portions of personal
files donated by Archibald Cox--and asked that copies be made of several specific items.

I have attached copies of two pages which I would like to reproduce in the Appendix of
my forthcoming book--in the interests of scholarship and historic accuracy.

How do I go about getting permission to do this? Please feel welcome to contact me at
610-660-4408 with any questions or concerns.

Thank you in advance for your help and assistance.

inerely, ~#

SGeC~ofl~y C.’Shepard, HLS ’69

PS: Have any of the Vorenberg papers been screened for review? I am interested in any
that relate to his work for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force.



case without prior approval and will make prompt and

full disclosure to me of your activities and what you have

learned.



May 3!, 1973

ME MO RA.NO UM

TO : Archie Cox

FROM: John Ely

I’ve spent a couple of~ days rtrmmaging about and wanted

to let you know what I’ve come up with. The question .with which

I’d like to begin is whether the President’enjoys some .immunity

from being called before a grand jury. In the Boston Globe for -

9~ay 30, at p. 30, Alex Bickel states what I ga[her must be the

sort of argument on which those supporting such Lmmunity must

reiy~ one generally ~_manating from the s@paration of powers:

it is not a matter of’ law, but of assumed convention.
The President, alone, is presumed to be immune¯ to the
judicial process.

But of course observing that there is a separation of powers does

not beg~n to disclose its contours: the question, here as every-

where, is what powers:, privileges and immunities¯ are distributed

in what ways. Alex appeals to some historically evolved and broad-

ly .assumed convention, perhaps thereby tz~ying to¯ move considerations



IN MEMORIAM Clark B~se, 1912-2oo7

’He was Kingsfield, but also so much more’

PROFESSOR EMERITUS CLARK BYSE,
celebrated as much for his toughness in
teaching as for his warmth and kindness to
students and colleagues, died Oct. 9. He was
95.

A legend on the HLS campus and beyond,
Byse was a leading scholar in administrative
law and was also known for his vigorous
support of academic freedom. He was
believed by many to have been one of the
inspirations for the composite character of
Charles Kingsfield in "The Paper Chase," the
novel by John Jay Osborn Jr. ’7o, and the film
and television series that followed.

"Harvard Law School has lost a legend,
many thousands of its graduates have lost
the finest teacher they ever had, and all of
us have lost a friend," said Dean Elena Kagan
’86. "No one cared more deeply about great
teaching, and no one communicated that
passion more effectively to his students.
He insisted on excellence, but always with
a twinkle in his eye. He was Kingsfield, but
also so much more than Kingsfield--a won-
derfully generous and caring human being."

Byse’s published works include the defini-
tive casebook he co-wrote, "Administrative
Law: Cases and Comments," first published
in 1954 and now in its zoth edition. Professor
Todd Rakoff ’75, who collaborated with him
on several editions, said: "He’s somebody
who thought that teaching was the heart of
the Law School enterprise. He was demand-
ing of students but also clearly loved his
students."

After receiving his B.Ed. degree from
Oshkosh State Teachers College in 1935, Byse
attended the University of Wisconsin Law
School and received his LL.B. in z938. He be-
gan his teaching career the following year at
the University of Iowa. During World War II,
he served in the U.S. Navy and as an attorney
with the Board of Economic Warfare. He also
spent ayear at the Securities and Exchange
Commission after the war, before becoming
an assistant professor at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School in ~946. He joined
the Harvard Law School faculty in 1957.

Byse was named the Bussey Professor of
Law in 197o and the Byrne Professor of Ad-
ministrative Law in x976. In 1983, he became
professor emeritus and taught as a visiting
professor at the Boston University School
of Law.

8yse became president of the American
Association of University Professors,
an organization devoted to preserving
academic freedom, in the mid-196os.
"Teachers in institutions of higher learning
must be as free as possible from restraints
and pressures which inhibit thought and
action," he wrote in a Harvard Law Review
article in ~959.

In recognition of Byse’s commitment to
the legal academy, the HLS Graduate Pro-
gram established six S.J.D fellowships in his
honor in October ~999.

In 2o00, Byse was awarded the Harvard
Law School Association Award, the highest
honor given by the association, for his ex-
traordinary service to the legal profession as
well as to the public welfare. That same year,
he also received the Silver Shingle Award
from Boston University School of Law and
the Distinguished Columbian in Teaching

Award from Columbia Law School, where he
received his LL.M. and S.J.D. degrees.

"He was highly regarded by his col-
leagues for his judgment," said HLS Profes-
sor Emeritus Bernard Wolfman, who knew
Byse for over 50 years, going back to when
Byse taught Wolfman’s contracts class at
the University of Pennsylvania. "You could
go by his office, and you would very often
find a colleague asking for his advice on
something. And, where he thought he could
contribute, he never hesitated to do so."

According to the wishes of the Byse    ~
family, contributions in his memory can be
made to the Byse Fellowship Fund and ad-
dressed to: Daniel Hart, Harvard Law School,
~25 Mt. Auburn St., 4th Floor, Cambridge, MA
02138. Donations in memocv of Byse can also
be made to Pine Street Inn, 444 Harrison Ave.,
Boston, MA 02118. ?+:"

--EMILY DUPRAZ



Tribute to Clark Byse

Geoff Shepard, ’69

Introduction

You may have read or heard about the trials and tribulations of the first year at the

law school from a popular book, The Paper Chase, by John Jay Osborn, Jr., later made

into a movie of the same name. The book was published by Houghton Mifflin in 1971,

and the movie released in 1973. John Osborn was a year behind me at Harvard and a

member of the Class of 1970. His descriptions of the loneliness, the intellectual

harshness, and the intensity of it all present a rather accurate picture of HLS during that

era. There is, however, one glaring inaccuracy, not necessarily in the book, but certainly

in the movie. It has to do with the casting of John Houseman as Professor Kingsfield, the

aristocratic, condescending Contracts professor, and antihero of the movie who

absolutely destroys one of his students in class early in the year. While there was such an

aristocratic professor at Harvard at the time, A. James Casner, associate dean and Weld

Professor of Law, he taught the first year Property course. He was renowned for his work

in real property, and generally recognized as one of the nation’s foremost experts in that

area. He was always impeccably dressed and quite aristocratic in bearing. He, however,

was only the second most feared of the first-year teachers.

By far the harshest and most terrifying professor--and the one described to a "T" in

Osborn’s book--was Professor Clark Byse, a thin, intense, hard-bitten man with bushy

eyebrows who actually did teach Contracts to first-year students. The one distinction that

was obvious to anyone who knew Professor Byse was that he was not an aristocrat or the

least bit concerned with family heritage. No, Clark Byse was born in Oshkosh and

graduated from Wisconsin State Teachers College. He had gotten his professorship at

Harvard because of his fierce dedication to teaching and his sheer intellectual brilliance.

He expected comparable effort from his students. You had best go prepared to his class,

having read, briefed, and thought about the assigned cases, or he would tear you limb

from limb with a searing intellectual intensity that terrified everyone who might be called

upon next.



If you went to Harvard--and particularly if you were fortunate enough to be in

Byse’s class for the opening-day discussion of the first case, Hawkins v. McGee, you

would have no doubt that it was Byse who was the Professor Kingsfield about whom The

Paper Chase was written, the very same Byse who was my Contracts professor--when I

was cast as the student who was totally humiliated---destroyed--by him in class.

All 130 of us in Section II took the same classes together for the entire year--

without writing papers, without taking exams, and without getting much feedback. The

law school itself did not have to urge us to dedicate every waking moment to the study of

the law; our competitiveness with our equally gifted classmates did that for us. Before I

got to Harvard, I sincerely believed I could tell how smart other students were simply by

looking at them--how they dressed, how they combed their hair, the way they walked,

and the look in their eyes. Since Harvard based admissions on only three things (college

grades, LSAT scores, and not having been expelled from college) that had little to do

with personality or appearance, the drooling idiot in the next row might well be every bit

as smart as you were. Many of my classmates may not have had a pleasing countenance

or a winning smile, or have shaved often enough, or even spoken proper English, but they

had been chosen for their ability to run on the fastest track in the law school community.

You were not expected to like them: You were expected to compete against them.

For those of us in Section II, the first class on the first day of our law school careers

began at 8:00 AM in Austin Middle--and it was Contracts, taught by the notorious

Professor Clark Byse. Austin Middle was arranged in about fifteen cascading rows, choir

fashion, with the professor down in the center below and each of us in an assigned

wooden chair behind a long, curved writing bench. Byse explained that he had come

equipped with a large cardboard seating chart with pictures of us glued to the location of

our assigned seats. The very best way to get us to think like lawyers, he said, was first to

expose and put an end to the sloppy approach to thinking we had relied on in the past,

then to instill in us an unbiased, analytical approach, devoid of emotion or preconceived

ideas. Echoing Dean Griswold’s welcoming address, he said that while it might be a long,



painful journey for some of us, it would--if we were to participate fully--ultimately

result in our becoming the sort of lawyers that the law school was famous for producing.

Having finished this brief introduction, Professor Byse said that, as the first assigned

case, Hawkins v. McGee had already been posted; he was ready to begin a detailed

discussion of it. He added that we would always remember the name of the one student in

our section who, on their very first day of class, was called upon to recite the facts of this

first case. He then circled his hand dramatically above the seating chart, dropped his

finger, and announced that it had landed on the picture of Phil Caesar. As no one who

was in that class will ever forget, poor Phil let out an involuntary high-pitched yelp of

fear, but he did manage to recite some of the facts of the case before Professor Byse

moved along to call on others.

Hawkins v. McGee, for those of you not familiar with it, is known as the case of the

Hairy Hand, and as so many of the cases studied in law school, it had taken place in the

late 1800s. The plaintiff had injured his hand in a fire, and the defendant, his physician,

had assured him that he could make it as good as new by grafting skin onto it from

elsewhere on his body. Unfortunately for both of them, the skin the doctor grafted from

Hawkins’s hairy chest onto his hand later sprouted a great deal of hair. The issue in the

case was whether possible recovery lay in tort, a civil wrong not involving a contract

(like almost all personal injury cases are), or in contract (because the doctor had promised

to make the hand as good as new). One may not really have cared, especially since the

case had been decided almost a century before, but exploring--in exquisite detail--the

reasoning behind the court’s analysis of which recovery method was appropriate was

what law school was all about.

In spite of poor Phil Caesar’s shock, what was surprising was that, for the first

couple of weeks, Byse belied his reputation as a holy terror and was very nice to us. And

as we went on learning, via the Socratic Method, the differences between tort and

contract, Phil’s outcry slowly faded from memory.



The Terrifying Event

I had been well warned by others never to volunteer in class, but one fine morning in

the third week of school I failed to heed this advice. At the end of Contracts class the

previous day, Professor Byse had given us a hypothetical case to ponder overnight. Since

I was at least a week ahead on all my homework, I decided to draw on my previous

summer’s experience in Litton’s law department and do a little legal research into the

case. Incredibly, at least to me, I found the actual case on which Byse had based his facts:

Groves v. John Wunder. How simple, I thought; I now know the decision of the court in

the case and could contribute knowledgably in class. Then it occurred to me, that exciting

night in Langdell Library, that this was Harvard Law School, and all of my classmates

would no doubt find this same case too. Ah, but I had spent the summer as an intern in a

corporate law department and learned how to do something else: to Shepardize.

Shepard’s Citations, well in advance of the computer-aided searches of today,

published volumes of citations, listing with the original citation of the case any references

to it which were made in later cases. Perhaps a particular case had been overturned on

appeal, or had been cited with supporting commentary, or was significant for not being in

the mainstream of legal thinking. My attorney friends from Litton Industries, where I had

interned, had been most attentive in teaching me how to Shepardize, not only because my

name was spelled the same way (and I may have been related to the author), but because

it was something I could readily learn how to do whereby I could help them with their

own legal memoranda.

Of course, I Shepardized Groves v. John Wunder, a Minnesota case, and found that it

was commented upon--but not followed--in a later decision by the Utah Supreme Court.

Because Groves v. Wunder had been decided in Minnesota, this later decision in Utah did

not actually overturn it; in a case that involved relatively similar facts the Utah court just

decided not to follow the reasoning in Groves v. John Wunder. In stating their reasons

for coming to a different conclusion, the Utah judges took pains to point out that the vote



of the judges in the Groves case was only 3 to 2--not only a close decision, but one

rendered in the absence of two of the seven sitting judges.

The next morning, I was really looking forward to Contracts class. After all, now I

actually had something to say. Byse began by quickly outlining the issue he had left us

with the day before, and took a couple of comments from other volunteers. My hand was

up toward the end, but he didn’t notice me. He closed the discussion saying it was an

interesting issue and that if we wanted to read the actual case, it was Groves v. John

Wunder, at 286 N.W. 235 (1939), adding, "For whatever it’s worth, it was a 3 to 4

decision of the court."

Just then, he saw my raised hand and said, "I realize you want to say something but

we’ve ended the discussion and I want to go on." I saw three hours of solid research

going out the window as I dropped my hand and swore softly to myself. Byse must still

have been watching me, because he said, "You seem so disappointed, we may as well

hear what you have to say." I was so scared that he might have heard me swear I said the

first thing that came into my head: "Well, in the first place, that particular decision was 3

to 2."

Let me tell you, my friends, that was not a wise thing to have said to Clark Byse--

and it really set him off. First, I had deigned to correct him; second, my correction

concemed a rather minor point, so I was wasting valuable class time; and third, I had

committed these errors at the beginning of class, so he could vent his intellectual wrath

on me for the full remaining hour, without leaving me any hope of being saved by the

bell.

"You’re right, of course," he responded, "the Minnesota Supreme Court has only

seven members." I remembered that two of the judges had not participated in the

decision, but I had forgotten that it was not a standard court of nine seats. He went on,

"but let me ask you something, Mr. Shepard: So what? What earthly difference does it

make that the decision was 3 to 2 instead of 4 to 3? This, Mr. Shepard, is a mere debater’s



point, something of no significance at all--and you have wasted the class’s time, and

mine, in bringing it to all our attention."

I tried to respond with some of the thinking of the Utah court which had disagreed

with the decision, but Byse knew the subject matter far better than I did--and he wasn’t

going to let me come up for air. I kept trying to say that the 3 to 2 ratio seemed

significant to the Utah court, but he was having none of it. This went on for about thirty

very lonely, painful minutes, which ended only when he decided he would nickname me

"3 to 2 Shepard" so the class might better remember me and my monumental waste of his

time. He then announced that we would go on to the next case, which was what he’d

wanted to do before my useless comment. To the surprise of no one at this point, he

decided I should be the one to recite the facts of the next case.

I turned the page in my case book to where I had put my typewritten notes from the

night before (you actually typed your versions of case summaries on onion skin paper,

gummed on one margin, so they stayed in their proper place in the case book), and with

trembling hand read what I had written were the essential facts of that particular case. I

don’t remember the actual case but I do remember that my summary was not quite good

enough for Byse, nor was my reasoning during our continuing discussion, which lasted

for the entire remainder of the class hour.

When that interminable class finally did end, none of my classmates, even the ones

from my own dorm, were the least inclined to walk out of the classroom door with me--

out of fear, no doubt, that whatever I had might somehow be contagious. In something of

a fog, I did manage to make it through the other classes that day, but word spread quickly

that Byse had outdone even his own reputation and really finished off some poor 1L. I

went back to my room to prepare for yet another day, now understanding quite clearly

why we had been warned never to volunteer in class. It hadn’t occurred to me that, to

Professor Byse, the issue was the thinking behind the court’s reasoning, not the holding

of the court--the difference between which, again, is what law school is all about. I

decided I would never be volunteering again, in any class, under any circumstances.



The next morning, bright and early at eight o’clock, I was again in my assigned seat

in Contracts class. My head was down and I was carefully reviewing my case notes from

the night before. I had spoken to no one that morning--nor had anyone spoken to me. I

sensed that Byse had entered the room and was ready to start, and I decided I’d better

look up and face him. He was stating directly at me: "Well, Mr. Shepard, let us begin

with you--and see if you can redeem yourself for yesterday. Please give us the relevant

facts of " This case, the name of which escapes me, was the example by

which the concept of "reasonably equivalent" was introduced to the class. Of course no

one told you that was the issue; if you hadn’t gotten a hint from someone else, you’d only

be prepared with the facts of the case itself.

In any event, the facts of the case had to do with someone’s job having been

improperly eliminated and the question was how high the pay should be in an equivalent

job, such that they should have been obligated to accept it rather than to sue for damages.

The lost job, as this case would have it, paid $35 a week. During the course of the second

day, Byse began the bidding (with me) for what might be an acceptable replacement job

at $30 a week, which I found unacceptable as substitute compensation. The concept Byse

was developing, albeit by the Socratic Method, wasn’t all that obvious to me, and he

walked me all the way up to $34.99--which I was finally able to say was sufficiently

equivalent to the pay for the job that had been lost. It was at this point that he offered to

call me "$34.99 Shepard," but decided he liked "3 to 2 Shepard" better.

It is possible--and quite likely--that Byse called on other students later in that class,

and in all of the classes for the ensuing two weeks, but everyone knew and anticipated

that at some point in the Contracts hour he would return to good old "3 to 2 Shepard" just

to check on what he was thinking.

If you’ve seen the movie The Paper Chase you may well recall the point at which

Professor Kingsfield crucifies the 1L by suggesting he come forward and take the offered

dime to call home and tell his parents that he is not cut out to be a lawyer. It’s a well-



known story, told in almost every law school and certainly better understood and

appreciated by audiences than what really happened to me that day in Contracts. So,

while the facts were changed to protect the innocent, no one who was anywhere near

Byse’s class that year has any doubt but that I was the basis for that part of The Paper

Chase story. Millions saw the movie, thousands read the book, hundreds went through

Harvard Law School in that era, dozens were in Section II of contracts on that fateful day.

For them, it was, "There but for the grace of God go I": Only I was on the receiving end

of Professor Byse’s humiliating public castigation, and it was an experience to last a

lifetime.

The Aftermath

After about three weeks of constantly being called upon in Contracts, I decided I had

better seek out Professor Byse---outside of class--to make amends and beg forgiveness,

before he drove me out of law school entirely. After all, I had no friends left, certainly no

reputation--except for absorbing punishment--and apparently, no future as a lawyer.

When I found him in his office, he had no idea why I’d come. I asked him ifI had

offended him in some way, and told him how devastating it was for me to be singled out

for abuse in his class. He softened immediately. He told me that he thought we had

merely engaged in intellectual jousting--for our mutual enjoyment. He knew I would be

prepared and was genuinely hurt to learn that I was almost sick with fear of him and of

going to his class. Beneath that very gruff exterior (and totally unlike Professor

Kingsfield), beat a soft and caring heart.

As it turned out, he became my mentor and best friend on the faculty, and his

insights and approach were a critical part of my legal education. I got my highest grade in

school for Byse’s class, but that part I earned (I can still recite the details of virtually all

of those early contracts cases); I also became Byse’s research assistant for the next two

years, and when he became chairman of the law school’s joint student faculty committee,

established following the undergraduate takeover of the administration building in



Harvard Yard, I provided all the staffing for his work there, too. I did my third-year paper

under his tutelage, and relied heavily on him that year for recommendations and guidance

in my successful pursuit of a White House Fellowship.

Conclusion

Clark Byse was easily among the most respected and caring members of the faculty.

He had taught Contracts at the University of Pennsylvania Law School before he was

recruited by Harvard, where he taught for over thirty years before he reached their

mandatory retirement age. Then he went on to teach at Boston University. His teaching

career spanned more than fifty years--and the real stories of this man’s contributions to

the law would dwarf those of most other prominent teachers, even at Harvard.

As luck would have it, my 35th class reunion--in 2004--was held at the same time

as a law school dinner to celebrate Byse’s fifty years of teaching. As the high point of the

dinner, they showed the very portion of The Paper Chase in which Professor Kingsfield

crucifies the hapless law student. But this time, I was allowed to stand and reveal to the

audience yet another reason for the great admiration for Clark: the real ending to the

story--where, having destroyed me in class, he had become my friend, counselor and

mentor.
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205 Minn. 163, *; 286 N.W. 235, **;
1939 Minn. LEXIS 738, ***; 24 Minn. L. Rev. 114

FRANK M. GROVES v. JOHN WUNDER COMPANY AND OTHERS.

No. 31,916.

Supreme Court of Minnesota

205 Minn. 163; 286 N.W. 235; 1939 Minn. LEXIS 738; 24 Minn. L. Rev. 114; 123 A.L.R. 502

April 21, 1939.

PRIOR HISTORY: [**’1]

Action in the district court for Hennepin county to recover for breach of contract. From a
judgment in plaintiff’s favor for $15,053.58, entered pursuant to findings and order for
judgment, Arthur W. Selover, Judge, plaintiff appealed. Reversed and new trial granted.

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Plaintiff appealed from the order of the District Court for
Hennepin County (Minnesota) concerning the damages awarded to him against the
defendants in a breach of contract claim.

OVERVIEW: Defendants agreed to remove sand and gravel and leave the property at a
uniform grade, substantially the same as the grade that existed at the roadway.
Defendants breached the contract deliberately by removing the richest and best of the
gravel and failed to perform and comply with the terms of the lease. Plaintiff was
disappointed in the sum that he received for a breach of contract claim and appealed the
ruling. The court held that a new trial was in order because the cost of remedying the
defect was the amount awarded in compensatiol~ for failure to render the promised
performance. The defendants were liable to the plaintiff for the reasonable cost of doing
what the defendants promised to do and willfully declined to do.

OUTCOME: The court reversed the ruling with a new trial to follow because the plaintiff
was entitled to an amount from the defendant equal to compensation for failure to
render the promised performance.

CORE TERMS: contractor, grade, market value, lease, promised, farm, gravel, contracted,
manure, substantial performance, breach of contract, overburden, sand, measuring, duty,
construction contract, prevailing, remedying, grading, wilful, street, difference in value, real
estate, stone, recoverable, completion, railroad, measured, removal, construction contracts

LexisNexis(TM) HEADNOTES - Core Concepts - ¯ Hide Concepts

Contracts Law > Breach > Anticipatory_Repudiation
HNl~Where the contractor willfully and fraudulently varies from the terms of a

construction contract he cannot sue thereon and have the benefit of the equitable
doctrine of substantial performance.

http://www.lexis.com/research!retrieve?_m=62bc 12efc7cc048 f56989109a3571444&docnum=... 2/6/03
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Contracts Law > Remedies > Compensatory Damages
HN2~In reckoning damages for breach of a building or construction contract, the law

aims to give the disappointed promisee, so far as money will do it, what he was
promised.

Contracts Law > Remedies > Compensatory Damages
HN3~Even in case of substantial performance in good faith, the resulting defects being

remediable, it is error to instruct that the measure of damage is the difference in
value between the house as it was and as it would have been if constructed
according to contract. The correct doctrine is that the cost of remedying the defect
is the proper measure of damages.

Contracts Law > Remedies > Compensatory Damages
~4~The summit from which to reckon damages from trespass to real estate is its actual

value at the moment. The owner’s only right is to be compensated for the
deterioration in value caused by the tort. That is all he has lost. But not so if a
contract to improve the same land has been breached by the contractor who
refuses to do the work, especially where he has been paid in advance. The summit
from which to reckon damages for that wrong is the hypothetical peak of
accomplishment (not value) which would have been reached had the work been
done as demanded by the contract.

Show Headnotes

COUNSEl: John P. Devaney, Louis B. Schwartz, and Bleecker & [**’2] Babcock, for
appellant.

Fowler, Youngquist, Furber, Taney & Johnson, for respondent.

OPINIONBY: STONE

OPINION: [*’235] [’164] STONE, JUSTICE.

Action for breach of contract. Plaintiff got judgment for a little over $15,000. Sorely
disappointed by that sum, he appeals.

In August, 1927, S. J. Groves & Sons Company, a corporation (hereinafter mentioned simply
as Groves), owned a tract of 24 acres of Minneapolis suburban real estate. It was served or
easily could be reached by railroad trackage. It is zoned as heavy industrial property. But for
lack of development of the neighborhood its principal value thus far may have been in the
deposit of sand and gravel which it carried. The Groves company had a plant on the
premises for excavating and screening the gravel. Near by defendant owned and was
operating a similar plant.

In August, 1927, Groves and defendant made the involved contract. For the most part it was
a lease from Groves, as lessor, to defendant, as lessee; its term seven years. Defendant
agreed to remove the sand and gravel and to leave the property "at a uniform grade,
substantially the same as the grade now existing at the roadway * * * on said premises,
1"**’3] and that in stripping the overburden * * * it will use said overburden for the
purpose of maintaining and establishing said grade."

Under the contract defendant got the Groves screening plant. The transfer thereof and the
right to remove the sand and gravel made the consideration moving from Groves to
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defendant, except that defendant incidentally got rid of Groves as a competitor. On
defendant’s part it paid Groves $105,000. So that from the outset, on Groves’ part the
contract was executed except for defendant’s [’165] right to continue using the property
for the stated [*’236] term. (Defendant had a right to renewal which it did not exercise.)

Defendant breached the contract deliberately. It removed from the premises only "the richest
and best of the gravel" and wholly failed, according to the findings, "to perform and comply
with the terms, conditions, and provisions of said lease * * * with respect to the condition in
which the surface of the demised premises was required to be left." Defendant surrendered
the premises, not substantially at the grade required by the contract "nor at any uniform
grade." Instead, the ground was "broken, rugged, and uneven." Plaintiff [**’4] sues as
assignee and successor in right of Groves.

As the contract was construed below, the finding is that to complete its performance 288,495
cubic yards of overburden would need to be excavated, taken from the premises, and
deposited elsewhere. The reasonable cost of doing that was found to be upwards of $60,000.
But, if defendant had left the premises at the uniform grade required by the lease, the
reasonable value of the property on the determinative date would have been only $12,160.
The judgment was for that sum, including interest, thereby nullifying plaintiff’s claim that
cost of completing the contract rather than difference in value of the land was the measure of
damages. The gauge of damage adopted by the decision was the difference between the
market value of plaintiff’s land in the condition it was when the contract was made and what
it would have been if defendant had performed. The one question for us arises upon plaintiff’s
assertion that he was entitled, not to that difference in value, but to the reasonable cost to
him of doing the work called for by the contract which defendant left undone.

1. Defendant’s breach of contract was wilful. There was nothing [**’5] of good faith about
it. Hence, that the decision below handsomely rewards bad faith and deliberate breach of
contract is obvious. That is not allowable. Here the rule is well settled, and has been since
HNl~Elliott V. Caldwell, 43 Minn. 357, 45 N.W. 845, 9 L.R.A. 52, that where the contractor
wilfully and fraudulently varies from the terms of a construction contract he cannot sue
[’166] thereon and have the benefit of the equitable doctrine of substantial performance.

That is the rule generally. See Annotation, "Wilful or intentional variation by contractor from
terms of contract in regard to material or work as affecting measure of damages." 6 A.L.R.
137.

Jacob & Youngs, Inc. v. Kent, 230 N.Y. 239~_243~244, 129 N.E. 889, 891, 23 A.L.R. 1429, is
typical. It was a case of substantial performance of a building contract. (This case is distinctly
the opposite.) Mr. Justice Cardozo, in the course of his opinion, stressed the distinguishing
features. "Nowhere," he said, "will change be tolerated, however, if it is so dominant or
pervasive as in any real or substantial measure to frustrate the purpose of the contract."
Again, "the willful transgressor must accept the penalty of [**’6] his transgression."

2. HN2~In reckoning damages for breach of a building or construction contract, the law aims
to give the disappointed promisee, so far as money will do it, what he was promised. (9 Am.
Jur., Building and Construction Contracts, § 152.) It is so ruled by a long line of decisions in
this state, beginning with Carli v. Seymour, Sabin & Co. 26 Minn. 276, 3 N.W. 348, where the
contract was for building a road. There was a breach. Plaintiff was held entitled to recover
what it would cost to complete the grading as contemplated by the contract. For our other
similar cases, see 2 Dunnell, Minn. Dig. (2 ed. & Supps.) §§ 2561, 2565.

Never before, so far as our decisions show, has it even been suggested that lack of value in
the land furnished to the contractor who had bound himself to improve it any escape from
the ordinary consequences of a breach of the contract.

A case presently as interesting as any of our own is Sassen v. Haegle, 125 Minn. 441, 147
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N.W. 445, 446, 32 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1176. The defendant, lessee of a farm, had agreed to haul
and spread manure. He removed it, but spread it elsewhere than on the leased farm. Plaintiff
had a verdict, but a new trial [**’7] was ordered for error in the charge as to the measure
of damages. The point was thus discussed by Mr. Justice Holt [125 Minn. 443]:

[*:~67] "But it is also true that the landlord had a perfect right to stipulate as to the
disposal of the manure or as to the way in which the farm should be worked, and the tenant
cannot evade compliance by showing that the farm became more valuable or fertile by
omitting the agreed work or doing other work. Plaintiff’s pleading and proof was directed
1"**~.3~] to the reasonable value of performing what defendant agreed but failed to

perform. Such reasonable cost or value was the natural and proximate damages. The
question is not whether plaintiff made a wise or foolish agreement. He had a right to have it
performed as made, and the resulting damage, in case of failure, is the reasonable cost of
performance. Whether such performance affects the value of the farm was no concern of
defendant."

HN3~Even in case of substantial performance in good faith, the resulting defects being
remediable, it is error to instruct that the measure of damage is "the difference in value
between the house as it was and as it would have been if constructed according [**’8] to
contract." The "correct doctrine" is that the cost of remedying the defect is the "proper"
measure of damages. Snider v. Peters Home Bldg. Co. 139 Minn. 413, 414, ~4~ 167 N.W.
108.

Value of the land (as distinguished from the value of the intended product of the contract,
which ordinarily will be equivalent to its reasonable cost) is no proper part of any measure of
damages for wilful breach of a building contract. The reason is plain.

N~4~The summit from which to reckon damages from trespass to real estate is its actual
value at the moment. The owner’s only right is to be compensated for the deterioration in
va~ue caused by the tort. That is all he has lost. nl But not so if a contract to improve the
same land has been breached by the contractor who refuses to do the work, especially
where, as here, he has been paid in advance. The summit from which to reckon damages for
that wrong is the hypothetical peak of accomplishment (not value) which would
have been reached had the work been done as demanded by the contract.

nl So also in condemnation cases, where the owner loses nothing of promised contractual
performance.

The owner’s right to improve his property [**’9] is not trammeled by its small value. It is
his right to erect thereon structures which will reduce its value. If that be the result, it can be
of no aid to any contractor who declines performance. As said long ago in Chamberlain v.
Parker, 45 N.Y. 569, 572:

"A man may do what he will with his own, * * * and if he chooses to erect a monument to his
caprice or folly on his premises, and employs and pays another to do it, it does not lie with a
defendant who has been so employed and paid for building it, to say that his own
performance would not be beneficial to the plaintiff."

To the same effect is Restatement, Contracts, § 346, p. 576, Illustrations of Subsection (1),
par. 4.

Suppose a contractor were suing the owner for breach of a grading contract such as this.
Would any element of value, or lack of it, in the land have any relevance in reckoning
damages? Of course not. The contractor would be compensated for what he had lost, i.e., his
profit. Conversely, in such a case as this, the owner is entitled to compensation for what he
has lost, that is, the work or structure which he has been promised, for which he has paid,
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and of which he has been deprived by the [**’10] contractor’s breach.

To diminish damages recoverable against him in proportion as there is presently small value
in the land would favor the faithless contractor. It would also ignore and so defeat plaintiff’s
right to contract and build for the future. To justify such a course would require more of the
prophetic vision than judges possess. This factor is important when the subject matter is
trackage property in the margin of such an area of population and industry as that of the
Twin Cities.

For purposes of measuring damages for breach of construction contracts, those with
municipal corporations (see City of St. Paul v. Bielenberg, 164 Minn. 72, 204 N.W. 544) are
no exception to the general rule. No sound reason is assigned why they should be. We have
seen no case indicating their supposed exceptional character [*:~69] as a factor of decision.
If these so-called public contracts were in the suggested special category for measuring
damages, a municipal corporation would be dealt with more favorably than the ordinary
litigant. But courts cannot be more generous with one class of litigants than with another.
Such partiality runs counter to the law’s demand for equal treatment [***:~:~] of litigants
who stand on the same footing both as to right and as to remedy.

The geneology of the error pervading the argument contra is easy to trace. It begins with
Seely v. Alden, 61 Pa. 302, 100 Am. D. 642, a tort case for pollution of a stream. Resulting
depreciation in value of plaintiff’s premises, of course, was the [**~.38] measure of
damages. About 40 years later, in Bigham v. Wabash-Pittsburg_T. Ry. Co. 223 Pa. 106, 72 A.
318~ the measure of damages of the earlier tort case was used in one for breach of contract,
without comment or explanation to show why. That case was followed in Sweeney v. Lewis
Const. Co. 66 Wash. 490, 119 P. 1108, and Sandy Valley & EIkhorn Ry. Co. v. Hughes, 175
Ky. 320, 194 S.W. 344, with no thought given to the anomaly of using in a case in contract a
standard ordinarily applicable only in cases of tort. The Washington case, by the way, is sui
generis. The contract was to waive damages for the lowering of a street grade. So it adopted
as matter of express contract the measure of damages applicable in cases of trespass.

It is at least interesting to note Morgan v. Gamble, 230 Pa. 165, 79 A. 410_~ decided two
years after the Bigham [***:1.2] case. The doctrine of substantial performance is there
correctly stated, but plaintiff was denied its benefit because he had deliberately breached his
building contract. It was held that:

"Where a building contractor agrees to lay an extra strong lead water pipe, and he
substitutes therefor an iron pipe, he will be required to allow to the owners in a suit upon the
contract, not the difference [in value] between the iron and lead pipes, but the cost of laying
a lead pipe as provided in the agreement."

To show how remote any factors of value were considered, it was also held that:

[*:~70] "Where a contractor of a building agrees to construct two gas lines, one for natural
gas, and one for artificial gas, he will not be relieved from constructing both lines, because
artificial gas was not in use in the town in which the building was being constructed."

The objective of this contract of present importance was the improvement of real estate.
That makes irrelevant the rules peculiar to damages to chattels, arising from tort or breach of
contract. Crowley v. Burns Boiler & Mfg. Co. 100 Minn. 178, 187, 110 N.W. 969, 973~ dealt
with a breach of contract for the sale of [***:~3] a steam boiler. The court observed:

"If the application of a particular rule for measuring damages to given facts results in more
than compensation, it is at once apparent that the wrong rule has been adopted."

That is unquestioned law, but for its correct application there must be ascertainment of the
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loss for which compensation is to be reckoned. In tort, the thing lost is money value, nothing
more. But under a construction contract, the thing lost by a breach such as we have here is a
physical structure or accomplishment, a promised and paid for alteration in land. That is the
"injury" for which the law gives him compensation. Its only appropriate measure is the cost
of performance.

It is suggested that because of little or no value in his land the owner may be unconscionably
enriched by such a reckoning. The answer is that there can be no unconscionable
enrichment, no advantage upon which the law will frown, when the result is but to give one
party to a contract only what the other has promised; particularly where, as here, the
delinquent has had full payment for the promised performance.

3. It is said by the Restatement, Contracts, § 346, Comment b:

"Sometimes [**’14] defects in a completed structure cannot be physically remedied
without tearing down and rebuilding, at a cost that would be imprudent and unreasonable.
The law does not require damages to be measured by a method requiring such economic
waste. If no such waste is involved, the cost of remedying the defect is the [’171] amount
awarded as compensation for failure to render the promised performance."

The "economic waste" declaimed against by the decisions applying that rule has nothing to
do with the value in money of the real estate, or even with the product of the contract. The
waste avoided is only that which would come from wrecking a physical structure completed,
or nearly so, under the contract. The cases applying that rule go no further. Illustrative are
Buchholz v. Rosenberg, 163 Wis. 312, 156 N.W. 946~ Burmeister v. Wolfqram, 175 Wis. 506~
185 N.W. 517. Absent such waste, as it is in this case, the rule of the Restatement,
Contracts, § 346, is that "the cost of remedying the defect is the amount awarded as
compensation for failure to render the promised performance." That means that defendants
here are liable to plaintiff for the reasonable cost of doing what [**’15] defendants
promised to do and have wilfully declined to do.

It follows that there must be a new trial. The initial question will be as to the proper
construction of the contract. Thus far the case has been considered from the standpoint of
the construction adopted by plaintiff and acquiesced in, very likely for [*’239] strategic
reasons, by defendants. The question has not been argued here, so we intimate no opinion
concerning it, but we put the question whether the contract required removal from the
premises of any overburden. The requirement in that respect was that the overburden should
be used for the purpose of "establishing and maintaining" the grade. A uniform slope and
grade were doubtless required. But whether, if it could not be accomplished without removal
and deposit elsewhere of large amounts of overburden, the contract required as a condition
that the grade everywhere should be as low as the one recited as "now existing at the
roadway" is a question for initial consideration below.

The judgment must be reversed with a new trial to follow.

So ordered.

DISSENTBY: OLSON; HOLT

DISSENT: JULIUS J. OLSON, JUSTICE (dissenting).

The situation here is unfortunate [**’16] to the litigants as well as to this court in that
because of the absence of two of the justices the [’172] prevailing opinion represents but
a minority of its full membership. But the court as such must go on transacting its business.
The general rule is that a "majority of the members of a court is a quorum sufficient for the
transaction of business and the decision of cases." Hence a majority of the quorum
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necessarily must prevail. 14 Am. Jur., Courts, §§ 57, 58; 15 C.J. pp. 965, 966, [§ 362] D;
and see Hunt v. Ward, 193 Minn. 168, 258 N.W. 145, 259 N.W. 12.

There is no case directly in point in this state. My own notion has been that to reverse the
trial court a clear majority of the whole court was necessary. (And this view has been shared
by many of our lawyers judging from petitions for reargument that have recently come
before us where the court was evenly divided due to the illness of Mr. Justice Hilton.) This
notion of mine was probably unfounded; hence what has been said is not to be taken as in
any way disparaging the value and binding effect of the prevailing opinion. One would much
rather go along therewith than be opposed thereto if performance of duty [***:~7] as one
sees it did not compel otherwise.

The involved lease provides that the granted premises were to be used by defendant "for the
purpose of removing the sand and gravel therefrom." The cash consideration was $105,000,
plus defendant’s covenant to level and grade the premises to a specified base. There was no
segregation or allocation of the cash consideration made applicable to any of the various
items going into the deal, and the instrument does not suggest any sum as being
representative of the cost of performance by defendant of the leveling and grading process.
Nor is there any finding that the contractor "wilfully and fraudulently" violated the terms of
its contract. All that can be said is that defendant did nothing except to mine the sand and
gravel purchased by it and deemed best suited to its own interest and advantage. No
question of partial or substantial performance of its covenant is involved since it did nothing
in that behalf. The sole question here is whether the rule adopted by the court respecting
recoverable damages is wrong. The essential facts, not questioned, are that --

[*~.73] "The fair and reasonable value as of the end of the term of said [***:~8] lease,
May 1, 1934, of performing the said work necessary to put the premises in the condition in
which they were required by the terms of said lease to be left, is the sum of $60,893.28,"
and that if defendant "had left said premises at a uniform grade as required by said lease,
the fair and reasonable value of said premises on May 1, 1934, would have been the sum of
$12,160."

In that sum, plus interest from May 1, 1934, plaintiff was awarded judgment, $15,053.58.
His sole contention before the trial court and here is that upon these findings the court, as a
matter of law, should have allowed him the cost of performance, $60,893.28, plus interest
since date of the breach, May 1, 1934, amounting to more than $76,000.

Since there is no issue of fact, we should limit our inquiry to the single legal problem
presented: What amount in money will adequately compensate plaintiff for his loss caused by
defendant’s failure to render performance?

When the parties entered into this contract each had a right to rely upon the promise of full
and complete performance on the part of the other. And by "performance" is meant "such a
thorough fulfilment of a duty as puts an end to obligations [***:~9] by leaving nothing
more to be done." McGuire v. J. Neils Lbr. Co. 97 Minn. 293, 298, 107 N.W. 130,I 132.

But the "obligation of the contract does not inhere or [*’240] subsist in the agreement
itself proprio vigore, but in the law applicable to the agreement, that is, in the act of the law
in binding the promisor to perform his promise. When it is said that one who enters upon an
undertaking assumes the legal duties relating to it, what is really meant is that the law
imposes the duties on him. A contract is not a law, nor does it make law. It is the agreement
plus the law that makes the ordinary contract an enforceable obligation." 12 Am. Jur.,
Contracts, § 2.

There is here no room for dispute as to contract obligation; therefore it is the duty of the
court to enforce its terms "without a [*:~,] leaning in either direction," the parties being
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"on an equal footing" and as such "were free to do what they chose." Id. § 226.

Another principle, of universal application, is that a party is entitled to have that for which he
contracted, or its equivalent. What that equivalent is depends upon the circumstances of
each case. If the effect of performance is such [**’20] that the defective part "may be
remedied without the destruction of any substantial part of the benefit which the owner’s
property has received by reason of the contractor’s work, the equivalent to which the owner
is entitled is the cost of making the work conform to the contract." 9 Am. Jur., Building and
Construction Contracts, § 152. Here, however, defendant did nothing. As such plaintiff "is
entitled to be placed, in so far as this can be done by money, in the same position he would
have occupied if the contract had been performed." But "his recovery is limited to the loss he
has actually suffered by reason of the breach; he is not entitled to be placed in a better
position than he would have been in if the contract had not been broken." 15 Am. Jur.,
Damages, § 43. The measure of damages "is not affected by the financial condition of the
one entitled to the damages"; nor may there be included in the assessment of damages "the
motive of the defendant in breaking" his contract, compensatory damages alone being
involved. In such a case the measure is "the same whatever the cause of the breach,
regardless of whether it was due to mistake, accident, or inability to perform or [***~.:~]
was wilful and malicious." Id. § 48. Liability in damages has for its basis the value of the
promised performance to the promisee, not what it would cost the promisor in completing
performance. Guardian Trust Co. v. Brothers (Tex. Civ. App.) 59 S.W. (2d) 343, 345, and
authorities cited. Plaintiff as the injured party is entitled to have compensation for all injuries
sustained by him due to defendant’s default. But he is only entitled to recover "actual
pecuniary compensation," and this is true "whether the action is on contract or in tort," there
being here no circumstances warranting allowance of exemplary damages. 8 R.C.L. § 8, pp.
431,432, and cases cited under notes 16, 17, and 18.

[*:1.7,~] "Since one who has been injured by the breach of a contract or the commission of
a tort is entitled to a just and adequate compensation for such injury and no more, it follows
that his recovery must be limited to a fair compensation and indemnity for his injury and
loss. And so in no case should the injured party be placed in a better position than he would
be in had the wrong not been done, or the contract not been broken. The defendant may
therefore show that, notwithstanding [***~.] his default, the plaintiff has suffered no
damages. And if any circumstances exist which mitigate the injury, they must be considered
and taken into account." 8 R.C.L. § 9, pp. 434-435, and cases under notes 9, 10, 11, and 12.

That the subject matter here involved was one within the proper scope of contractual
obligation, and its purpose entirely lawful, is obvious. Plaintiff, as owner of the tract upon
which the work was to be done, had the undoubted right to insist upon that kind of contract
and to its performance. We are not concerned with whether he exercised economic wisdom
or displayed lack thereof. Defendant agreed to do the work for what is conceded to have
been a legally sufficient consideration. It must either perform or pay plaintiff for all damages
by him suffered. In City of St. Paul v. Bielenberg, 164 Minn. 72, 74-75, 204 N.W. 544, 545~_
this court held that:

"The measure of damages for the defendant’s breach of his contract by a total failure to
perform is the cost of performance. [Citing cases.]

"It is urged by the defendant that his failure to perform his contract has not harmed the city,
for, as he claims and as is perhaps true, the grading from Winifred [***~.3] street to
George street will not be of use on account of the topography of the vicinity until the avenue
is graded to Congress street. The action is on contract. The measure of damages is the
contract [**~.4:~] measure. The plaintiff was entitled to that for which it contracted. It is no
defense that it contracted for something which is not now beneficial to it."
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Other cases upholding the general rule stated are, amongst many: Count~ of Hennepin v.
Richardson, 175 Minn. 60, 220 N.W. 432;~ [*:~76] Samson v. Brince, 146 Minn. 101, 177
N.W. 933; City of Winona v. Jackson, 92 Minn. 453, 100 N.W. 368; Haney v. Ferch, 150
Minn. 323, 185 N.W. 397; Carli v. Seymour, Sabin & Co. 26 Minn. 276, 3 N.W. 348~ Frank W.
Coy Real Estate Co. v. Pendleton, 45 R. I. 477, 123 A. 562~ Day v. City of Malvern, 195 Ark.
804, 114 S.W. (2d) 459, and cases cited in note 39 L.R.A.(N.S.) 591. See also Anderson v.
Nordstrom, 60 Minn. 231, 61 N.W. 1132; Sassen v. Haegle, 125 Minn. 441, 147 N.W. 445~
52 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1176; McCormick, Damages, § 169, p. 650.

But, to be noted, in none of the cited cases was it made to appear that the cost of completion
or construction would exceed the value of the property [**’2.4] as and when completed.
Public contracts are in a separate class, and as to these comment will be made later.

As the rule of damages to be applied in any given case has for its purpose compensation, not
punishment, we must be ever mindful that, "if the application of a particular rule for
measuring damages to given facts results in more than compensation, it is at once apparent
that the wrong rule has been adopted." Crowley v. Burns Boiler & Mfg. Co. 100 Minn. 178,
187, 110 N.W. 969, 973.

We have here then a situation where, concededly, if the contract had been performed,
plaintiff would have had property worth, in round numbers, no more than $12,000. If he is to
be awarded damages in an amount exceeding $60,000 he will be receiving at least 500 per
cent more than his property, properly leveled to grade by actual performance, was
intrinsically worth when the breach occurred. To so conclude is to give him something far
beyond what the parties had in mind or contracted for. There is no showing made, nor any
finding suggested, that this property was unique, specially desirable for a particular or
personal use, or of special value as to location or future use different from that [**’2~5] of
other property surrounding it. Under the circumstances here appearing, it seems clear that
what the parties contracted for was to put the property in shape for general sale. And the
lease contemplates just that, for by the terms thereof defendant agreed "from time to time,
as the sand and gravel are removed from the various lots * * * leased, it will surrender said
lots to the lessor" if of no further [*::1.77] use to defendant "in connection with the purposes
for which this lease is made."

The theory upon which plaintiff relies for application of the cost of performance rule must
have for its basis cases where the property or the improvement to be made is unique or
personal instead of being of the kind ordinarily governed by market values. His action is one
at law for damages, not for specific performance. As there was no affirmative showing of any
peculiar fitness of this property to a unique or personal use, the rule to be applied is, I think,
the one applied by the court. The cases bearing directly upon this phase so hold. Briefly, the
rule here applicable is this: Damages recoverable for breach of a contract to construct is the
difference between the market value [**’2.6] of the property in the condition it was when
delivered to and received by plaintiff and what its market value would have been if defendant
had fully complied with its terms. Bigham v. Wabash-Pittsburg T. Ry. Co. 223 Pa. 106, 72 A.
318~ Sweeney v. Lewis Const. Co. 66 Wash. 490, 119 P. 1108~ ~Valley & EIkhorn Ry.
Co. v. Hughes, 175 Ky. 320, 194 S.W. 344. It is interesting to note that in the Kentucky case
the court reversed its former opinion found in 172 Ky. 65, 188 S.W. 894. Its reason for
changing its mind is thus stated (175 Ky. 320-321):

"In our original opinion we fixed as the measure of damages the reasonable cost of reducing
the land from which the earth and stone were taken to the level of the railroad grade and in
condition for building purposes. Upon a reconsideration of the question, we conclude that this
measure of damages is incorrect. From plaintiffs’ avowal on the first trial it appears that it
would cost at least $15,000.00 to do the work required by the contract, and from other
testimony in the record it is by no means improbable that the cost would be far in excess of
that sum. If this be true, the cost would far exceed the market value of the entire farm.
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[**’27] If the contract had been performed, plaintiff would have had a farm with the place
from which the earth and stone were taken reduced to the [*’242.] level of the railroad
grade and in condition for building purposes. As the case stands, this provision of the
contract has not been complied [*:178] with. What, then, was plaintiff’s damage?
Manifestly, not what it would cost to do the work, for, if the work had been done, plaintiff
would not have received the cost of the work, but would have been benefited only to the
extent that the work increased the market value of his land. We, therefore, conclude that the
measure of damages is the difference between the market value of the farm in its present
condition and what its market value would have been if the land from which the earth and
stone were removed had been reduced to the level of the railroad grade and left in condition
for building purposes." (Italics supplied.)

The principle for which I contend is not novel in construction contract cases. It is well stated
in McCormick, Damages, § 168, pp. 648, 649, as follows:

"In whatever way the issue arises, the generally approved standards for measuring the
owner’s loss [**’28] from defects in the work are two: First, in cases where the defect is
one that can be repaired or cured without undue expense, so as to make the building
conform to the agreed plan, then the owner recovers such amount as he has reasonably
expended, or will reasonably have to spend, to remedy the defect. Second, if, on the other
hand, the defect in material or construction is one that cannot be remedied without an
expenditure for reconstruction disproportionate to the end to be attained, or without
endangering unduly other parts of the building, then the damages will be measured not by
the cost of remedying the defect, but by the difference between the value of the building as it
is and what it would have been worth if it had been built in conformity with the contract."

And the same thought was expressed by Mr. Justice Cardozo in Jacob & Youngs, Inc. v. Kent,.
230 N.Y. 239, 244, 129 N.E. 889, 891, 23 A.L.R. 1429, 1~ thus:

"The owner is entitled to the money which will permit him to complete, unless the cost of
completion is grossly and unfairly out of proportion to the good to be attained. When that is
true, the measure is the difference in value."

[*:179] To the same [***~-9] effect is 5 Williston, Contracts (Rev. ed.) § 1363, p. 3825.
(The supporting cases are found under note 12.) In Restatement, Contracts, § 346, p. 576,
Illustrations of Subsection (1), par. 3, reads:

"A contracts with B to sink an oil well on A’s own land adjacent to the land of B, for
development and exploration purposes. Other exploration wells prove that there is no oil in
that region; and A breaks his promise to sink the well. B can get judgment for only nominal
damages, not the cost of sinking the well."

And in Guardian Trust Co. v. Brothers (Tex. Civ. App.) 59 S.W. (2d) 343, 346, a case in
substance much like ours, the court said:

"The loss or injury actually sustained by the obligee, rather than the cost of performance by
the obligor, is the proper measure of damages for the breach of a contract. When that well-
established rule is departed from, compensatory damages become either punitive damages,
because too much, or inadequate damages, because too little, and the fundamental purpose
of compensatory damages is lost sight of."

In Pedelty v. Wisconsin Zinc Co. 148 Wis. 245, 247, 252, 134 N.W. 356, 358~, defendant
contracted with plaintiffs for the privilege of --

"pumping and running waste water from their mine" across plaintiffs’ land. "In the course of
defendant’s operations it caused waste material from the mill to pass with water in which it
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was held in suspense, into a small pond from which, from time to time, it caused the water
and settlings, called ’sludge,’ to flow to and the sludge to be deposited in great quantities on
plaintiffs’ land."

The court stated the rule to be:

"The diminished value of the land by reason of the wrong, was the proper basis for the
assessment [of damages]. The cost of removing the foreign material, which appellant insists
was the proper measure, was in fact evidentiary only. A situation might [*:~80] well be
created such that the cost of restoration would exceed the value of the property originally, or
as restored. In that case it could not be well said that such cost would be the measure of
recoverable loss. The actual loss sustained is the just measure of reparation in any
case." (Italics supplied.)

If this were a case to recover damages for tortious injury the applicable rule is the difference
in the market value and not the cost of restoring the premises to the former condition
[***:~:~] if such exceeds the diminution in value. Karst v. St. P.S. & T.F.R. Co. 23 Minn.

401;~ Ziebarth v. Nye, 42 Minn. 541 5~47 44 N.W. 1027. In Heath v. M. St. P. & S.S.M. R_~
Co. 126 Minn. 470,4~ 148N.W. f**:~43 31~2~L.R.A. 1916E, 977, it was held that:

"The rental value plus the cost of restoration is the true measure of damages, in cases of
continuing trespass, when it appears that this is less than the difference between the value of
the premises before and immediately after the wrong."

Other helpful cases are Elder v. Lykens Valley Coal Co. 157 Pa. 490L 27 A. 545~ 37 A.S.R.
742; Harvey v. Sides Silver Mining Co. 1 Nev. 539L 90 Am. D. 510~ Jones v. Gooday, 8 M. &
W. 146; Annotation, 35 A.L.R. 1142~ "III. Basis of computation," where numerous cases are
cited to the effect that, "the true measure of damages for a reparable injury is the cost of
repairs, if such cost is not greater than the diminution in value of the premises." Additional
cases may be found under annotation, 17 L.R.A. 426; Armstronc~L~. ~ of Seattle~ 180
Wash. 39, 38 P. (2d) 377, 97 A.L.R. 826 (annotation at p. 830). In Karst v. St. P.S. & T.F.R.
Co. 22 Minn. 118, 12~ this court said:

"For unlawful [**’32.] excavation and removal of his soil, a party is entitled to recover, not
the cost of refilling, but the amount of the diminution of the value of the property by the
excavation and removal, that being the amount of the injury directly resulting from the acts
complained of."

And is not that the most feasible measure in such a situation? It accomplishes the object to
which damage law is directed, i.e., [*:~8:~] toward full recompense to an injured plaintiff for
his loss. If, then, the landowner received full compensation by this measure, why is he not
also fully compensated by receiving the same amount in the case before us? Once it has
been held that the market value wholly restores the landowner when his property is
permanently damaged, it must be held that he is also entirely repaid by the same measure in
our present situation. So it would seem that whether plaintiff’s damages are to be measured
by the rule applicable to the theory of breach of contract cases or that of tortious conduct the
extent of his recovery can be no greater than his actual loss. In either case he may not be
heard to complain that because the equivalent to defendant’s performance will cost a
[***:~3] larger amount than that, therefore he should receive such greater amount rather

than his real loss.

Some comment is in order respecting cases cited in the prevailing opinion. Too much stress
is laid upon Morgan v. Gamble, 230 Pa. 165, 79 A. 410~ the implication being that this case
in some fashion limits or impairs Bi~igham v. Wabash-Pittsburg~ Co. 223 Pa. 106~ 72 A.
318. A careful reading of the two opinions dispels any notion of lack of complete harmony
between them. In the Gamble case the contractor had agreed to place two gas lines in a
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building, one for natural, the other for artificial, gas. He failed to lay the gas line for the latter
because only natural gas was available when the building was being erected. The trial court
deemed the important question to be that of whether the contractor had substantially
performed. On appeal the court was of the opinion that (~230 Pa. 174-175, 79 A. 413-414). --

"over and beyond the question of substantial performance is whether the contract was
complied with to the satisfaction of the owner. * * * The contract provides that the
contractor shall furnish all the materials and perform all the work to the satisfaction of the
owner. [**’34] We have uniformly upheld such contracts and required their observance.
Under a contract of that character it is the duty of the contractor to perform to the
satisfaction of the owner, and that is the standard by which the sufficiency of the [*:182]
work is to be tested. It is not for the court or the jury to determine whether the work is being
done in compliance therewith, but solely for the owner to determine, and with his decision
the contractor must comply." Of course the court limited the owner’s dissatisfaction to
something not "prompted by caprice or bad faith or for the purpose of evading payment of
the balance due the contractor. If the objections made by the owner are bona fide and not
unreasonable or capricious they must be sustained."

Nothing whatever was said in any way limiting the rule laid down in the former case.
Chamberlain v. Parker~ 45 N.Y. 569, 572,~ is also cited. There defendant had failed to
drill a well, and suit to recover cost of performance promptly followed.

"The point to be considered," said the court, "is, whether the plaintiff in any sense, actual or
legal, has lost by the default of the defendant a sum equal to the expense [**’35] of
digging the well." (Italics supplied.)

A verdict for plaintiff for $2,700 was reversed on appeal because ( Id. 574)
"plaintiff was, upon the proof given, entitled to nominal damages only," and "judgment
absolute" was ordered for defendant. Sassen v. Haegle~ 125 Minn. 441~ 147 N.W. 445~
52 L.R.A.(N.S.) 1176~ is also much emphasized. The record there is:

Defendant had entered into a farm lease under the terms of which he "promised and agreed
not to remove any straw or manure from said farm, but to spread upon said premises all
manure made thereon." Plaintiff’s claim for damages was stated in his complaint to be "that
said manure and the spreading thereof was reasonably worth and of the value of" $93.75,
and in that sum sought recovery under his first cause of action. Defendant’s answer admitted
"that he did haul from said premises during the term of said lease twenty loads of manure.
But he alleges that during the time he occupied said premises he hauled upon said premises
and fed thereon a large amount of feed raised upon other lands. And that from said feed
manure was made to a much greater extent and in amount than was hauled by this
defendant [***~6] from said premises. And that the 1"*:~8~] plaintiff suffered no damage
thereby." The testimony for plaintiff was: "Q. What was that manure and the spreading of it
upon the land reasonably worth? A. About $93.00 or $94.00, I thought, the spreading and
hauling [to be worth]."

What this court was considering here was necessarily based upon the record before it. There
is nothing in the facts in that case upon which plaintiff can build anything at all helpful to his
contentions. The futility of quoting from any opinion without reference to the facts upon
which it is based is here clearly apparent. Compare Meisch v. Safranski, 147 Minn. 122 1~24
179 N.W. 685~ where defendant tenant had failed to fall-plow a certain part of the rented
farm. The court said:

"The damage from the failure to plow was not permanent nor recurrent. The land had a use
or rental value for 1919, though not plowed in the fall of 1918. The difference between that
value and the value if plowed in 1918 measured plaintiff’s loss. We are accustomed to
measure damages by comparing rental values in cases not dissimilar in principle. (Citing
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cases.) A correct measure of damages results in just compensation. [**’37] That adopted,
properly applied, does."

No one doubts that a party may contract for the doing of anything he may choose to have
done (assuming what is to be done is not unlawful) "although the thing to be produced had
no marketable value." (45 N.Y. 572.2 In Restatement, Contracts, § 346, pp. 576, 577,
Illustrations of Subsection (1), par. 4, the same thought is thus stated:

"A contracts to construct a monumental fountain in B’s yard for $5,000, but abandons the
work after the foundation has been laid and $2,800 has been paid by B. The contemplated
fountain is so ugly that it would decrease the number of possible buyers of the place. The
cost of completing the fountain would be $4,000. B can get judgment for $1,800, the cost of
completion less the part of price unpaid."

[’184] But that is not what plaintiff’s predecessor in interest contracted for. Such a
provision might well have been made, but the parties did not. They could undoubtedly have
provided for liquidated damages for nonperformance (2 Dunnell, Minn. Dig. [2 ed. & Supps.]
§§ 2536, 2537), or they might have determined in money what the value of performance
was considered to be and thereby have contractually [**’38] provided a measure for
failure of performance.

The opinion also suggests that this property lies in an area where the owner might rightly
look for future development, being in a socalled industrial zone, and that as such he should
be privileged to so hold it. This he may of course do. But let us assume that on May 1, 1934,
condemnation to acquire this area had so far progressed as to leave only the question of
price (market value) undetermined; that the area had been graded in strict conformity with
the contract but that the actual market value of the premises was only $12,160, as found by
the court and acquiesced in by plaintiff, what would the measure of his damages be?
Obviously, the limit of his recovery could be no more than the then market value of his
property. In that sum he has been paid with interest and costs; and he still has the fee title
to the premises, something he would not possess if there had been condemnation. In what
manner has plaintiff been hurt beyond the damages awarded? As to him "economic waste" is
not apparent. Assume that defendant abandoned the entire project without taking a single
yard of gravel therefrom but left the premises as they were when [**’39] the lease was
made, could plaintiff recover damages upon the basis [*’245] here established? The
trouble with the prevailing opinion is that here plaintiff’s loss is not made the basis for the
amount of his recovery but rather what it would cost the defendant. No case has been
decided upon that basis until now. Plaintiff asserts that he knows of no rule "giving a different
measure of damages for public contracts and for private contracts in case of
nonperformance." It seems to me there is a clear distinction to be drawn with respect to the
application of the rule for recoverable damages in case of breach of a public works contract
from that applicable to contracts between private parties. The construction of a public
building, a sewer, [’185] drainage ditch, highway, or other public work, permits of no
application of the market value doctrine. There simply is and can be no "market value" as to
such. And for this cogent reason there can be but one rule of damages to apply, that of cost
of completion of the thing contracted to be done. I think the judgment should be affirmed.

HOLT, JUSTICE.

I join in the foregoing dissent.

MR. JUSTICE HILTON, being incapacitated [**’41:)] by illness, took no part.

MR. JUSTICE LORING took no part.
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January 9, 1969

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Old Senate Office Building
Room 431
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

First of all -- cheers and congratulations.

I have been in touch with Governor Curtis, after
talking with Jim Flug about the oil import program.
The evils of the program, the damage it does to New
England, and the deleterious effect upon the structure
of the oil industry seem fairly plain. I am for pur-
suing the problem vigorously, but I thought I should
pass along to you, as I did to the Governor, a word
of caution about relying very heavily upon a suit by
a State in the Supreme Court or in any other constitu-
tional challenge to the program.

After preliminary consideration my reaction is
that although this avenue should be explored to its
conclusion, the chances of making anything substantial
out of it are no___~t bright; in other words, we should
regard it, at this stage as not much more than a
possibility.

I did send word to the Governor that I would be
glad to see whether the possibility could not be
developed into something more.

So, if you have occasion to say anything about a
constitutional or other legal challenge you may wish
to choose your words with caution and restraint.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

Archibald Cox



EDWARD M. KENNEDY
MASSACH USE’rrs

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

June 2, 1970

Professor Archibold Cox
Samuel Williston Professor of Law
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Cox:

As you may know, we have established an oral history pro-
gram on the life of Robert F. Kennedy. This program, which
is being administered by a special staff of the John F.
Kennedy Library, is developing a valuable source of in-
formation for historians, political scientists, biographers,
and other scholars who will study Robert Kennedy’s career
and the events in which he was involved.

We are, of course, interested in thoroughly documenting
Bob’s role as Attorney General. We would consider your
participation of great value, and we hope that we can
count on your cooperation.

The coordinator of the program is Larry Hackman. He or
his staff will follow-up on this request to provide you
with more information and to arrange for the interview.
I know they will be happy to answer any questions you may
have about the interviewing process.

I would appreciate your letting me know as soon as pos-
sible whether or not you are willing to be interviewed for
the program.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,//

Edward Mo Kennedy



June 8, 1970

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

Original in
14afeard La~ Librar~

13uauthoriZed ReprodUCtion
prohibited

I shall of course be glad to contribute
whatever I can to the oral history on the life
of your brother Bob. Experience with the similar
program following the assassination of the President
taught me that my memory is exceedingly fallible,
but I will do the best I can.

I would hope that any interview might be post-
poned until Autumn. I shall be extremely busy the
early part of the Summer and am planning to be away
for most of August.

With personal regards.

Sincerely,

Archibald Cox



June 8, 1970

y

James F. Flug, Esquire
Office of Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Jim:

~uth0~zcd ~cP~°duct~°"

Just a word of apology for failure to respond
to your enquiry for comments upon the Senator’s notes
for his speech to the Massachusetts Teachers Association.

It would be hard to quarrel with the position the
Senator’s notes express, but you of course realise
that it really straddles the critical issues. They are
whether all government employees should be denied the
right to strike and what machinery should be set up to
deal with labor disputes in government employment.

I have been incline~ to think that here in
Massachusetts we could and should establish compulsory
arbitration for government employees, as Pennsylvania
has done with the policemen and firefighters. If one
were reluctant to bind the State to the decisions of third
parties, employees might be prohibited from striking and
bound by the third party decision in all cases except
when the State refused to comply with the Award.

The best statement on collective bargaining among
government employees is a small pamphlet published
this Spring by the Twentieth Century Fund. It is the
product of a task force of which I was a somewhat
unfaithful member.

With best wishes.

Sincere ly,

Archibald Cox



EDWARD M. KENNEDY
M ASSACH USEI"i’S

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

June 25, 1970

Prof. Archibald Cox
Langdell Hall
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

ho~\zCd

Dear Archie,

The Kennedy Library, as you know, will coutain the personal papers
of many of the President’s friends, associates and political contemporaries.
Now that definite plans are being made to clear the site for the Library
in Cambridge, we feel we should move ahead rapidly in collecting the
material that will eventually make up the historical resources of the
Library.

If you have not already made a commitment to deposit your personal
papers in another library, we would be honored if you would seriously
consider the Kennedy Library. I would be happy to discuss this with you
further, or to have someone from the Library staff visit with you to
talk about specific arrangements.

! am enclosing a statement which discusses the personal papers
program of the Kennedy Library.

We feel the addition of your papers to the President’s Library will
not only be of convenience to interested scholars of the period, but
will also enhance the quality of the Library.

Edward M. Kennedy
\



July 15, 1970

Senator Edward Mo Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senatort

I have yours of June 25 concerning the
Kennedy Library.

I have made no commitment to deposit my
personal papers in any library and, if X had any
papers worth preserving or were likely to have them,
I would be glad to deposit them in the Kennedy Library.

The fact is that X have never been much at
keeping personal papers. I went through my files
some years ago thinking that there ought to be some
interesting papers from the days when your brother
and I were working on labor legislation. I found
none worthy of preservation. Much the same is true
of my files from the period when I was Solicitor-
General, and I brought almost nothing back from
Washington. Thus, while I have no wish robe unco-
operative, I think it rather meaningless to talk about
depositing any of my papers for preservation for
historical research.

Sinc ere ly,

Archibald Cox



EDWARD M. KENNEDY
MASSAC H U S ETTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

5~y 28, 1971

Professor Archibald Cox
Harvard University Law School

Cambridge, Hassachus~iL!

Dear P_I~ .... or ~o~’,~

Within the next six weeks or so, the H~,.f Appropriations Bi].] for Fiscal

Year 1972 is scheduled to be considered by the Senate, and I intend to offer
aa smen~e’~t to provide appropriations for S. 341’8 (91st Con6. ) the F~mi!y
Practice of }4edicine Act, which was passed by the virtually unanimous vote of
the Cor4~ress last year, but was pocket vetoed by the President.

In r,~y view, the President’s action in using the pocket veto to iis-
approve the bi!l~ thereby avoiding a vote in Congress to override the veto,
was a direct challenge to the legislative powers of Congress under the Consti.-
tution. The theory of the amendment I intend, to offer is based on the follow-
ing premises: (1) that the use of the pocket veto in the circ~:~stances of this
legislation -- during the five-day Christmas recess of Congress last December --
was invalid - (2) that the bill becm~e law without the President’s signature and

(3) that the appropriation by Congress of funds for the program, is the most
effective way to secure a resolution by the Courts of the long-standing legal
issues surrounding the pocket veto power.

Enclosed is an excerpt from the Congressional R     ~ "ecor:~ stating my v~ews
and the views of the Department of Justice on the constitutional issue, as
well as a tentative ~raft of the proposed smendment. As you will see,
~:~en&~ent contains a general appropriation of .~25 million for ~. 3~; a
mandatory spendi~ clause to ins~e that the fu~s will not be impounded by

the A~:inistration, and a n~dest specific appropriation ~~ :~2< ~.~ for

~:r_:.e~ to ~-at legal issue ca:< be ~,pe.~l~. ramsed in co~t if

A~ministration declines to :~s~= .... ......... ~ fun~s available

E£;,,, ~ r i ii



June 23, 1971

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United StatUes Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senatorz

Your letter concerning the pocket veto of S.3418,
91st Congress reached me during the extraordinarily
busy weeks when we are grading examinations and
otherwise finishing up the academic year. I am
sorry for the delay in answering you but Judge that
it is of no great moment.

I do not see how anyone can .give a reliable
prediction as to the decision the Supreme Court would
ultimately render if the question~were to come before
it. The view you have expressed is certainly reason-
able. I incline to think that you have considerably the
better of the argument in terms ofpractical goodsense
and the proper relationship betw~en the executive and
legislative branches. The Wriqht case pretty strongly
indicates that Chief Justice Hugh~.swas not prepared to
accept most of the implications of the Pocket Veto case,
but so long as those two precedents stand alone i guess
that the opposing sides will be able to quote passages
to sustain their respective posit/ions.

My worry about the ultimate outcome is the inherent
unattractiveness of a holding that a bill has become
law without the President’s approval because hew as ill-
adviled concerning the meaning of the Constitution. A
number of justices, I suspect, would strain to avoid
that conclusion. Of course, the answer can be made
that the fate of the particular bill is less important
than the correct resolution of a continuing question
concerning the relationship between the executive and
legislative branches, but I am faE from sure that that
would satisfy a doubter even in a situation in which
Congress had reaffirmed its decision by appropriating
funds for the program and the President had signed the
appropriation bill.                ~.

Would not the remedy you suggest raise still
another constitutional question?:President Nixon would
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presumably pay out none of the appropriation for the
Family Practice of Medicine Program on the ground that
the authorization never became law. Is there not a
question whether the executive can be required to make
an expenditure even though the money is appropriated?
If not, one would never reach the pocket veto question.

I am afraid that this is not very helpful.
enquiry hits a gap in my knowledge.

Your

With best wishes.

~h0dzcd ~’cg~°ducU°n

Sincere ly,

Archibald Cox



November 1, 1971

Mr. James C. Flug,
Office of Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Jim:

I enclose a copy of a letter from Msrtin ~asindorf
a former student who, as you will see, has been with
Newsweek since his graduation from law school four or
five years ago. I liked Kasindorf and, although he was
not of Law Review caliber0 I though he had real ability
as well as very great energy and no little useful im-
agination.

I have written him suggesting that he get in touch
with you not because I suppose that the Senator has a
place for him, but because your knowledge of the situa-
tion on Capitol Hill might possibly enable you to give
Kasindorf a few helpful s@ggestions. If you can, I
would be pleased.~f you cannot, there is no need to
worry about it.

It w~s good to have glimpse of you when you were
here.

Sincerely,

Archibald Cox

Ac/sb

Enclosure



November 4, 1971

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator~

In view of the forthcoming Senate consideration of
President Nixon’s nominees to the Supreme Court it seems
worthwhile to pass on to you a bit of previous history
which seems generally overlooked in debates abo~t the
propriety of the Senate’s rejecting a President’s pro-
fessionally qualified nominees. Perhaps cary Parker
has already done a more thorough job.

There is a~malth of precedent for the Senate’s re-
jecting Supreme Court nominees of eminent professional
qualifications and high integrity simply because the
Senators disapprove of the nominee’s philosophy or consti-
tutional views. Of course such action has often been
mixed with intense political controversy between the
Chief Executive and the Senate.

My colleague, An~Kaufman and I were speculating
about this a few days ago, and each of us went to Warren’s
history of the Supreme Court. He was somewhat more
careful than I, for he made notes upon the names of the
nominees who were rejected or withdrawn, and also of
Warren’s explanation. I enclose his notes, but both
of us wish to emphasize the importance of not calling
it our list or using the notes in their present state
or without much additional verification. They are just
leisure jottings intended to give you a lead if the
subject proves interesting. You will note that the list
includes such highly distinguished lawyers and judges
as Jeremiah Black, Caleb Cushing, and Judge Hoar.
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Neither of us means to imply that we think a fight
should be made. Speaking only for myself, I am happy
to have Louis Powell on the Court if we must have any
Nixon appointee. Rehnquist seems robe a bird of an-
other feather. In his case, the on17 question seems to
be whether we would not get an~ equally reactionary man
with less ability and probably of inferior character.
What a sad reason for having to accept a nomination:

With warm regards.

Sincerely, Original in
~larvard LaW Library.

Unauthorized P.eproductton
Prohibited

AC/sb

Encl.

Archibald Cox

y



~la~ington, ~.g. 20530

December 8, 1971

Professor Archibald Cox
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Archie,

I suppose you have read the chapter
about you in Navasky’s book called "Kennedy Justice,"
I read it the other day, with some interest, and
great amusement. I was puzzled as to whether your
reaction would be one of mild amusement, or great
irritation. Both would appear to be warranted.

Someone has apparently been rather free
in making available copies of internal memoranda. The
fiduciary sense is not very highly developed in some
American lawyers.

Needless to say, I was interested in the
way (alleged) that the front office had to work on
you. I guess things have not changed much in the
intervening eight to ten years. Needless to say, too,
I observed that you proceeded on the time-tested
Solicitor General’s method of proceeding inch by inch
and step by step, instead of by making frontal assaults
on major issues. That approach paid off under you,
and I believe it works the same today.

Harriet joins me in greetings and best
wishes to you and to Phyllis.

V~~~I~ yours,

Erwin N. Griswold
Solicitor General



Honorable Erwin N. Griswold
Solicitor General
Office of the Solicitor General
W~shing~on, D.C. 20530

Dear Erwin:

It is good to hear from you.

I am afraid that for all my bluster my akin la ao
thin that moat of Navaaky’a book irritated me no little.
Some parts were amusing.

Joe ~ gay absolutism always amuses me and
often inspires no little affection. I much enjoyed
reading hla discourses upon how he would have won the
sit-in cases hands down if only the Solicitor General
had not been ao sticky. The world is surely better off
for such men who are unable to consider what will happen
if they do not lose their all-out arguments. I suspect,
however, that Joe is a good deal better off because we
took the Inch-by-lnch approach we did.

The part that bothered me the most w~a the story
about my bringing Louis Clairborne into the office only
because F. F. intervened in his behalf. That is obviously
unfair to F. F.; it also differs widely from the truth.
Anyone who had seen Louis’s past record would have wondered
whether he ought to bring him into a position of such
responsibility. On the other hand, he did receive the
very highest praise from not a few good judges including
b~th Justice Harlan and Justice Frankfurter. The gamble
was obviously my own, and happily it p~Id off. Having
become very fond of Louis as well as a warm admirer, I
was more than a little annoyed at having so false a story
publlahed.
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December 14, 1971

One problem with such books is that they depend so
extensively upon self-made heroes. The men whose judgment
I respected most were ~urke Marshall end John Douglas.
Both were very effective in making me realize the necessity
of striking a b~ance between what I thought were the
requirements of intellectual honesty and the welfare of
the Supreme Court with the needs of the front office.
Because both are rather reticent men in dealing with
strangers they do not play their real role, and it is
left to others whose influence was much less th~n they
supposed (unless I wee unaware of what was happening).

You are having an extraordinarily heavy term. I
marvel at your capacity to handle so many cases. Needless
to say, I also envy your opportunity.

Perhaps you will be up this way during the holidays,
and we shall have a chance to get together. Meanwhile,
best wishes to both Harriet and yourself for the Christmas
season.

AC/sb

Sincerely,

Archibald Cox



EDWARD M. KENNEDY
MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.0510

March 30, 1973

Professor Archibald Cox
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Archie:

Thanks so much for jumping in so quickly and effec-

tively with your most helpful instant First Amendment

analysis last Tuesday. I’m enclosing a clipping from
the Congressional Record containing the debate on Senator

Church’s amendment. My own remarks begin at the bottom

of page S 5723° In the end, as you will see, the amendment

passed the Senate overwhelmingly.

However, the constitutional issue will be with us in
the House deliberations on the bill and in the Senate-
House conference. I would be grateful to receive any
further thoughts you may have, particularly on the question
of the exemption for institutions as opposed to individuals.
I’m also writing Paul Freund on this, who has been helping
me on First Amendment issues involved in aid to parochial
schools.

Again, my thanks for your excellent and much appreciated
guidance.

Best regards,

Edward M. Kennedy



April 20, 1973

Senator Edward Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

Many thanks for yours of ~-~rch 30. I was glad to give
what help I could in connection with the debate on the
amendment to the Public Health Service Act.

I delayed a response in the hope that I would have time
to give you ~he benefit of more careful reflection but I
have been overwhelmed by the necessity of preparing a series
of formal lectures for delivery out in Berkeley next month.

After a little more thought it seems to me that Senator
Javits muddied the water very badly. Ree v. Wade does not put
upon anyone an affirmative duty to pmovl~e abor-~ons. The
holding is that the State ma~ not interfere with a doctor’s
performing an abortion if he chooses and if he deems it in
the best interest of his patient. Perhaps the conclusion
follows that a S~te which provides somewhat similar surgical
and medical services violates the Equal Protection Clause
if £t refuees to provide this kind of surgical and medical
service because its classification cannot be justified by
any such showing of a compelling State interest as would be
necessary to support discrimination in relation to fundamental
rights. Even if this is true, there surely is no constitutional
obligation resting upon any private doctor or surgeon or
privately endowed institution. The question before Congress--
as I see it--was simply whether it wished to use the pressure
of money to induce private institutions to provide obortions.
I would suppose that it was an entirely rational and defensible
decision for Congress to say, "We do not wish an institution
to refuse to provide such services on the ground that their
provision is a nuisance or interferes with services we w~uld
rather provide, but neither do we wish to put pressure upon
any institution which wou~d omit the service upon ethical
or moral grounds or any other offense of the sensibilities of
its staff." Such a decision need not Me justified under the
Free Exercise Clause. Furthermore, even if the chief reason



Senator Edward Kennedy
April 20, 1973
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for Congress’s making the exception is to respect religious
and moral consciousness, there is no necessity that the exception
exactly correspond with the scope of the Free Exercise Clause.
I think this answers this suggestion that institutions other
than a church cannot claim rights to the free exercise of
religion. Another answer is that since hospital services
must be performed ~y an organized group of people, the only
practical way to respect the conscience of individual doctors
and nurses is to allow the hospital to make a group deter-
mination as to the uses which its facilities will be put.

I am afraid that this says nothing new. i trust that
thmme will ~e no difficulty in the Houme or ~n Conference.

Sincerely,

AC/sb

Archibald Cox



COMMI’I-I’EE ON BANKING, HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. ;20510

May 3, 1973

The Honori~le Elliot L, Richardson
Attorney Genera1-Desi~nate
Department of Justice
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Richardson:

As Attorney General you wo~tld immediately be faced,~ith an unpre-
cedented task of restoring public confidence in the integrity of the Federal
government. We l~ow you share our concern that justice prevail in ,nll
questions of official misconduct and that the public receive speedy assurm~ce
that an impartial investigation of the so-called Watergate Affair will be con-
ducted thoroug}tly m~d relentlessly.

The Senate has called for appointmer~t of an "independent" prosecutor.
The true independence m~d impartiality of the prosecutor is essential. You
have the power to make such an appointment. But a prosecutor is not made
independent by virkm of m~ adjective. Neither his selection from outside the
Justice Department, nor his approval by the Senate assures independence and
a tm~ly thorough and impartial investigation. That depends upon the cl{aracter
of the prosecutor and his authority, powers and resources.

~Ve trust you to select for this position a man of re]questioned integ~ity,
the b_ighest professional ability and the tenacity ~il:h which to get the job done.

l
We also expect you to mal;e the scope of his inquiry broad enough to encom-

!pass all illeg~d conduct arising out of the con&~ct of the President s recent.
carapai~o~n and the gro~-ing evidence that justice has been obstructed in conjtmction
with that illegal activity. But that is not enough. The minimal powers and
resources of a thoroughly independent prosecutor must include:

1! The power to convene and conduct proceedings before a special
grand jury, to subpoena ~vitnesses, and to seek in court grants of immunity
from prosecution for ~itnesses;
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2) .T,.he power and financial resources ~ith which to select and
hire an adequate st~f of attorneys,, investigators and other personnel,
answerable only to himself;

3) Assurance that the funds to pay for the serx~ices of staff and
prosecutor will be continued for the time necessary to complete the
investigation and prosecute any offenders;                          °

4) Assurance that the prosecutor will not be subject to removal
from his duties except for the most extraordinary improprieties on his
part;

5) Full access to the relevant documents ,and persom~el of the
Department of Justice and all other offices ,and agencies of the Executive
B~m~ch; aud

6) Assurm]ce that the prosecutor would be able to cooperate xvith
my appropriate congressional committees.

The law appears to ~ve you the autho~*ity to confer these powers,
resources and assurances upon a specxal ~u:.-,s ::u~or~ If the need arises
for legislation to insure ~nese requisites of independence and thorouglmess,
we w~ll cooperate to that end in every way we can.

In closing we reiterate our trust in you, our confidence in your,~,~.~
and our hope that forthright action no¢¢ by the Executive will be enough to
resolve these trying matters to the satisfaction and benefit of the nation.

Sincerely,
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Ti-iF_ SECRETARY    OF

May 17, 1973

Dear Senatqr [To each Member of the Senate
’"    Judiciary Com~mittee] :

In my testimony before your Committee earlier this
week, I indicated that we have been working on a
written description of the Special Prosecutor’s
duties and responsibilities. I also indicated that
I would be willing to share this document ~¢ith you
and other members of your Committee, upon request.

Since that time, I have been working on further
refinements of the description, taking into account
comments from persons I have interviewed for Special
Prosecutor and concerns expressed by members of your
Committee.

There has been considerable uncertainty and apparent
misunderstanding as to my position on the degree of
independence to be given to the Special Prosecutor.
I accordingly believe it important that I share this
description with you, and make it public, at this
-time, even though I have not as yet made any final
selection of a Specia! Prosecutor. A copy is en-
closed.

I would appreciate having any comments or sugges-
tions by noon tomorrow.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely,

Elliot L. Richardson

Enclosure
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~v~°~              DUTIES At’iD ~--.~.~r~.q IB ILIT~ES OF T~IE
SPEC’AL PROSECUTOR

The S~cia~ Prosecutor - There v~[ll bg appointed by

A[torney genera], within the Department of Justice, a Special

Prosecutor ~o w’non~ ~he Attorney Central shall delegate the

au~hori~ies and provide the staff and other Fesources desc~ibed

b a ]

The Special Prosecutor shal] have Full authority for investi-

gating and prosecuting offenses agains-~ the United States arising

ou~ o-F the unauthorized entry into Democratic National Committee

Headqusrters aL I~he Watergate, all offenses arising out

1972 Presidential Election for which the Special Prosecutor

it necessary and appropriate I[O assume responsibility, allegations

involving the P~-as~dant, member’s oF the ~,lhite House staffF, or

Presidential appointees, and any other matters assigned to h~m

by the A~torney General.

In p~rticular, the Special Prosecutor sh~]i have Full authority,

with respac~ ~o the above ma~ers ~oF:

-- conducting proceedings before grand juries a~d

any oLl~er invastig~Lions h~ deems necessary;

-- Fevi~wing all documentary evidence available From

any sourc,~, as [o which ha sHa]~ have Full access;



-- de~.er.~ining whether or not to contest the assertion

of "Execrative Privi|ege~’ or any other testimonial

privi l ege;

-- determining ~.lhether or not application should be

made to any Federal court for a grant of immunity to

any witness, consistently with applicable statutory

requ i rements ;

-- deciding whether or not to prosecute any individual

firm, corporation or group of individuals;

-- initiating prosecutions, framing indictments,

filing informations, and handling all aspects of any

cases within his jurisdiction (whether initiated before

or after his assumption of duties), including any

appeal s ;

-- coordinating and directing the activities of all

Department of Justice personnel, including United

States Attorneys;

--handling relations with all Congressional committees

having jurisdiction over any aspect of the above

matters.

In exercising this authority, the Special Prosecutor will have

the greatest degree of independence that is consistent with the

Attorney General’s statutory accountabil

ing within the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice. The
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Attorney Gene.-a] ’,.;ill not countermand or interfere w;th the

Specia] Prosecu:or~s decisions or actions. The Special Pros-

ecu~or wi]] not be removed from hie duties e;<cept for extra-

ordinary improprieties on his par~.

Sta[’~ and Resource Support

I. Selection of S~aff - The Special Prosecutor shall have

full ~u~hority to organize and select his o~n sta~V of attorneys,

investigators, and supporting personnel, on a full or part-time

bas~s, in such numbers an~ w~th such qualifications ~s he may

reasonabiy require. H~ may request the Ass~stan~ Attorney~

Genera], the Federal Bureau o-f Investigation, United Sta~es

A~orneys, and o~her officers of the Departmen~ of J~stice to

detail such personne! and to p~ov~a such o~her a~sls~nce as he

may rea~onab]y require. A]i personne] ~n the Departmen~ of

Justioe, including ~nited Sta~es Attorneys, shall cooperate to

the fullast extent possib]e ~th the Special Prose~or.

¯ 2. ~ - The Special Prosecutor will be provided

such fund~ to c~rry out ~is respons~bi}it~es as he may reasoaab]y

require. ~e shall have the r~gh~ to submit Lugger requests for

f~nds, pos.~t~ons, and other assistance in the same n~nner

existing d~vis~ons of the

3. ~es~qn~ion a~nd ~e~ponsib[] ~t~,, - The personne~

b~ tha Special Prosecutor shali be l~n(;wn as the U~tergate Special

Prosecution Force and shall be responsible only ~o ~he Spec~a!

P roseolar:or.
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Continue.~ Responsibilities of Assistant Attorney: General,

Criminal Division- Except for the specific investigative and

prosecutorial duties assigned to the Special Prosecutor, the

Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division

will continue to exercise all of the duties currently ass~gn~a

to him.

~plicable Departmental Policies - Except as otherwise

herein specified, the Special Prosecutor will be subject to the

general regulations and policies of the Department of Justice.

Public Reports - The Special Prosecutor may from time to

time make public such statements or reports as he deems approp-

riate, and shall aE the end of his assign~;~en~ publish a f,J11

report on the carrying out of his responsibilities.

Duration of Assignment - The Special Prosecutor will carry

out these responsibilities, with the full support of the Depart-

ment of Justice, unti! his assigned tasks have been completed

or until a date mutually agreed upon betv~een the Attorney

Genera] and himself.



Dear Senator Stevenson:

Than!< you for yo~zc letter of ~,9.y 3 and for your expression of
con[’idence in me. I agree ~¢ho!ehear%edly with your observabions about
the need to restore public confidence. I agree that this end ~ill be
served by the appointment of an independent Special Prosecutor with
uncs,<estioned integrity~ the highest professional ability and great
tenacity.

In examining both the record of the Sans,re Judiciary Com~m[ttee
hod.ring on rV no:ir~%tion and the points articu!%ted in yo<tr letter;

am. struck by liovr close we actua.!ly are in our appros~ch to the definition
the Special Prosecutor’s role. The det,_{iled desc,’iption of-the Special

P¢osecutor’s authority which ! have today sent to the me~.~bers of the
Sea%re Comr~ittee on the Judicb~,ry meets, !. beiieve; all the points
enu~pera-ted in your letter:

I
-- His scope of authority will. extend beyond the

..... ’s~s .... to include al! of_~n .... s ar~.slng out
of the 1972 Presidenti3,1 Campaign and al! &!leg:rations
J.n:O!ving the ?..: ..... ,~, .LC:’~’’_ .: C, ..... :’:"’~ of his st~f’f a::d, .~
o bhc::r Presidential a.poointees;

-- ]{is po>~ers wil! include the handling of all
prosecutions; grand j~ry proceedings; i~mT~u~uity rerluests;
assertions of "Execut, ive Privilege" and all decisions as
to whom to prosecute and vho::: not to prosecute]

-- He ~.ril! h:~ove the authority to organize and select
his o:&a ste.[’f; resp?::sib!e only to hJ.m~ and to secure

~--: Pn~:,.:,~--: ~,,~ f’ro~, the

-- }:c :.ri!! b.’:~,ve ax~cess to a.il re].eve.ut 6o:-ur:~o~’~ts;
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Somemis~uaderst~_ndin_s seems to persist on the subject of the
relationship of’ the Si~ecis.]L ~rosecutor 1o the A~torr_ey General. I have

~ros~cuz.or must ~,:~ given the au~horit~r,~p~._~u .... ,>, st~le,~ the.t t, he Specia!
to 6.o his job indelcendent!y~ thoroughly a~d effectively. }ie ;n[.ll possess
a trULy uniciue level of inaepemdent authority within the De~:e.rtment of
~ ~-" - ~ ~- " ~i "us~zce. B4~ ib ms also cr,u_cal., in r:%~ ,¢]e;.;~ boUh__ in the                  m~__’*~’ ~ ..... ~.o~,~s of
th~ effective p__fo ...... n~e of the DeTo.e.rtm_eut of Ju.stzce as
speedy and efficient     ~ -~ "supoo_’~ for the Special Prosecutor’s misszo.a~ thwt
the Attorney General retain that degree of responsibility r:m.nO.a, ted by his
sts, tutory acco<mtabi!ity.

The !a!TS establishing the Dep%rtment of Justice give the Attorney
Ccneral uT.timmte responsibility for all m-~.tters fa!limS ~<[thin the
jurisdiction of the Departmenb of Justice. Under the ism-, there is no
w~.~; %o handle prosecutions ~)r~der the app].ic~b!e Federal cri~ino.! laws
outsiSe that D=p..z ........ ~. A chex~ge iu t’ ~                ~-, c
Prosecutor an independent agency~ ~.rhich I thim2~ ~.rould be ,,mom~ and
~U.L on ,_.nu mez’ibs: could in any event be very ~ ..... 71~°+~ alqd
consuming. The oubcome of any effort to cbo.nge the io,~.r world be ~:ncerts.in~
the investigation ~.:ould %e dis:’u_pted~ e.nd prosecution seriously

Furbher~ only the Attorney General can effectively insucce the
coo~era[;ion of other personnel ~,,dthin the Department of Justice (and
~{+~4Y other ~=." ~ the ~"-~ ~’~ "~ Br0.nch) and thus assure~,, .... ~__. a~.~b. .... us Of’ z ..... c ~_c_~ ~ the

m:~.z’sha.l!iug of additioua! resources~ inc]_ud.inG professior_a] investiso, toz’y
s.nc! prosccu.toria.l cts.ff~ when the 8pecirAl Prosecutor needs them. The
Attorney General is responsible for a!!oc’~.bing the overall reso<zrces
oE his De.pe~rtmemt consistent with the proper pc<rsuit of its vmrious
resoonsibilities. Without bein~ ab!e to dra-,;,~ on these resou]:ces and

a,~.~o. ~ ,~ ~.;hich ~ra ~:" ’~ ~s the
as chief ]_ego.! officer of the N~.tic, n~ any investigation by a Special
Prosecutor might be severely h%mloez’ed.

The appro~ch which I have developed is desisned to provide -the
IO~"r~ ~q)i~ ~7- - ~;-:]97 ~ ~ -.c.,,-m~-- r.-, ~C) ~i@~ ~ ": i -[,~l~t .......u "......... :. ....................... ~.~ puo.,._c tru.bn and jusi.ice v’i].t
be proper]$.-; ti~oroughly aud efFective!b~7.,ursue’d. As I is,re ;;oJd haL’ore;



det:~.i!ed description of the Speci:~! .~~’5secubor’s
au.thorit~.-amd in bestit~mny before the
Jmdicie.ry Co~::,:mittee; ~;h:Lch 8.ssuz’e the
u,nd in,:].e~ende~ce of the Spaciak Prosecutor;

-- Th@ investigation of the "Ervin CoT~-~kittee" as
established by Senate Resoi~Uiou 60,

Sincerely~.



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

May 18, 1973

Professor Archibold Cox
Harvard Law School.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Professor Cox:

Though I know you hope the weekend to be a restful one, I am taking
the liberty of sending the attached papers. It’s our hope that you’ll
have a chance to glance at them on the plane Monday morning, and thus
get a head start on some of the problems you will face here.

Enclosed are:

Tab A - May 7 release to press announcing intention to
create a Special Prosecutor.

Tab B - May 17 press release package comprised by letter
to Judiciafy Committee, including Special Prosecutor’s
"Job Description Guidelines" and our exchange of
correspondence with Senator Stevenson.

Tab C - May 17 letter to Robert Meserve in re Meserve
letter to Senator Eastland, attached.

Tab D - May IB statement by ELR announcing your selection
as Special Prosecutor.

Tab E - Excerpts from ELR testimony giving assurances re
independence of Special Prosecutor.

Tab F - Excerpts from testimony and legal citations con-
cerning statutory accountability of Attorney General.

Tab G - May 18 letter from Senator Kennedy, submitting his
suggestions to amend Special Prosecutor job des-
cription.

Tab H - Exchange of correspondence between the US Attorney
and ELR with regard to Senate grants of immunity and
the role of the Special Prosecutor.

Tab I - May 18 letter from Senators Cranston and Goldwater
urging that the Special Prosecutor review all aspects
of alleged governmental misconduct with regard to the
Ellsber9 prosecution.
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Tab J - Current location of certain individuals about
whom you asked ELR.

Again, apologies for burdening you with this.

Sincerely,



May 17, 1973

NOTE FOR ELR

SUBJECT: Cox Requests re Personnel

¯ Howard Willen
Wilmer Cutler and Pickering
Phone: 296-8B00

~3~ p~o~\b~£Cu

¯ Walter J. Sheridan
Home phone: 656-4524
Possibly can be reached at work at the

Project on Corporate Responsibility -- 387-3210

FBI Liaison man assigned Attorney General 1961-1965
Courtney Evans
In law practice with Herbert J. Miller
Phone: 293-6400

J .T.S.



M~4ORANDUM FOR CORRESPONDENTS

May 17, 1973

Mr. Richardson has asked that the attached correspondence to members

of the Senate be provided to you for immediate ~elease:

Letter from Secretary. Richardson to Members of
Senate Judiciary Committee, dated May 17, 1973,
attaching Special Prosecutor job description.

b. Letter from Secretary Richardson to Senator Stevenson
dated May 17, 1973, responding to May 3 letter from
Senator Stevenson and ii~t~2,~-signers.

c. Stevenson letter, M~y 3, 1973.



ADLAI E. STEVENSON Iil
ILLINOIS

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20.510

May 18, 1973

The Honorable Elliot L. Richardson
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
Washington~ D. C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Your letter to me of May 17 is positive and
represents a long step in the direction of an
"independent prosecutor" in the Watergate episode.

It is my hope that with a clarification of
certain points in that letter and your statement to
members of the Judiciary Committee that remaining doubts
about the impartia!i~y of the investigator can finally
be resolved and that justice delayed can now proceed
with dispatch and the government can get on with all
its business.

o Specific points about the prosecutor’s
functions which you make in your May 17 letter and
statement to the members of the Judiciary Committee are
still consistent with your statement of May 7 that the
investigation would be conducted "in the Department of
Justice" and that as Attorney General you would retain
"final responsibility" for all matters within the
Department.

It would be helpful if at your earliest
convenience you could explain the following points in
your May 17 letter:

i. You state that the or~secutor’s authority
will extend to "all offenses arisin~ out of the 1972
presidential camoai~n e,.~d all all~.~tio~s involving the
President~ members of his staff oa~<[ other presidential
appointees." It is ~u~cle~r whether you intend that the
prosecutor will have the auzhority to investigate
a!l~.~,tmo~ of official misconduc: of a non-criminal
nature on the part of ~b~ecutive branch personnel. The
Congress .~,o the constitutional resoonsibility for
makinf~ t~e laws and overseeing the ma~u~er in which
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Executive branch personnel execute those laws. The
Congress is the most appropriate body to investigate and
make judgments about instances of officia! misconduct of
a non-criminal nature. The Senate is exercising that
responsibility. Is it your intention that the
prosecutor’s ftmctions include the investigation of such
non-crimina! misconduct?

2. Your letter states that the prosecutor’s
powers "will include the handling of all prosecutions~
grand jury proceedings~ immunity requests~ sssertions of
’Executive privilege’ and all decisions as to whom to
prosecute and whom not to prosecute."~ Thus~ the only
decision-making power to which you explicitly refer
concerns questions of whom to prosecute and whom not to
prosecute. Is it the Administration’s intention to
reserve the decision-making responsibility on all such
questions as convening grand jury proceedings~ seeking
in court grants of immunity for prospective witnesses
and passing upon whether present or former Executive
branch personnel can properly invoke "Executive
privilege"~

3. You state that the prosecutor "wil! have
the authority to organize and select his own staff."
Does that authority include the authority to select staff
members not now employed by the Department of Justice?
What financial resources will be at the disposal of the
prosecutor with which to retain the services of any such
staff members outside the Department of Justice? And
will you assure that the personnel and other resources
of the Justice Department are at the disposal of the
Prosecutor~ except in cases where his use of personnel
would ~duly interfere with other activities of the
Justice Department?

~. You state that the special prosecutor
"will have access to all relevant documents." Is it your
intention to reserve the right to determine what is
relevant?

5. You state that the specia! prosecutor "wil!
handle relations with all appropriate congressional
committees." Is it your intention to reserve the right
to control the access of the prosecutor to co~m~ittees of
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the Congress, includin~ the furnishing of information
to such committees? My own strong convictio~ is that
both justice and the truth will best be served by a
prosecutor free to cooperate with both the E~.~ecutive end
the Legislative branches end to help coordimate their
potentially conflicting investigatory activities.

6. The most serious doubt left !ingerin~ by
your letter a~~d oft-repeated statements is that by some
law the Attorney General must retain the "responsibility"
or final authority. You oppose a law to remove any such
conflict bet’~.~ee_u your statutory duty as Attorney General
and your duty to the people as their chief law
enforcement official. In the past~ Attorneys General,
including the acting Atto-~ney General in this very
matter, have resolved that conflict by disqualifying
themselves. Your failure to do so in favor of an
independent prosecutor raises no doubts in my mind about
your integrity, but many doubts about your freedom to
act. You are, after a!l~ an agent of the President and
also a servant of the~pub!ic. Those roles are not
inevitably harmonious. Why do you refuse to disqualify
yourself in favor of a prosecutor who can serve the
people with a singleness of purpose?

Without a resolution of these questions it
could be as difficult in the future as it has been in
the recent past to find a man of the highest orofessional
attainment and character to serve as prosecutor. In the
meantime, delay eats like acid at the public trust and
the cause of justice.

With the resolution of the questions raised by
this letter and in the hearings of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, i would hope your confirmation as Attorney
General ~.,~ould proceed rapidly. At the same time, the
prosecutor’s investigatio~~_ of the Wstergate episode could
proceed and in harmony with the i.mvesti~tion by the
Senate Commi~t~e.    If that does mot happen~ the doubts
and suspicions ~:il! linger, partisan poiitic~ ~.~:ill
intrude~ t~e invcstigatiot:s will be diso-~’d,~rly; and the
integ~’ity of the Presidency imoossible to restore for
many years, i,, therefore, look forward i~o~efu!ly to your
early response.

Since ~,~ely,



JOHN Ho HOt,J.0!~AN |It
CHIEF COUNSEL AND STAFF DIREJ~TOR

COM~"~iTT£~" ON TH£: JUDICIARY
SU ~CO.~’,I M ITTE~ ON

ADMINISTRATIVE PRA~]CE AND PROCEDURE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

May 18 1973

The Honorable Elliot L. Richardson¯

Secre=~a~-~" of     Defense
The. Pentagon
Washington, D. C.

Dear Elllot:

I was g!ad to be ao!~= to talk with you yeste:.~day about
the proposed guidelines for the Special Prosecutor. As I
indicated in a public statement yesterday~ I think they are
a step fox’ward and I was pleased that you made them public.

As ! indicated to you, I thought there were some areas
which required clarifica~_o~    The. attached draft revi~-~ons
reflect nly p~e!iminary j~ments as to possible formulations
of" such clarifications in the principal areas of concern.

I believe that these would be valuable additions to the
present draft, and I hope they will be helpful to.you in
drafting the final guidelines and in interpreting them before
ohe Committee.

~[ith best regards.

Sincerely,

Edward M Kennedy

(Dictated but not read.)
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR

The Saeclal Prosecutor - There will be appointed by the

Attorne,/ General, within the Department of Justice, a Specie]

Prosecutor to whom the Attorney General shall delegate the.

authorities and provide the staff and other resources described

b el ow.
~-~ ¯ and final

The Special Prosecutor shall have fullaauthority for investi-

gating and ing offenses against the United States arisingprosecut

out of the uneuthor.~zed entry into Democratic Na~_ional Committee

Headquarters at the Watergate, all offenses arising out of the

1972 Presidential Election for which the Special Prosecutor deems

it necessary and appropriate to assume responsibility, allegations

involving the President, members of the White House staff, or
which he consent~ to have

Presidential appointees, and any other mattersAassigned to him

by the Attorney General, .a~d for conducti_ng any.administrative inquizie~

~2~n~O~’~"~may ~.r:[se out of the above. "~ and final
~--’~-l~"~art~¢ular the Special Prosecutor shall have full authority,

with respect to the above matters for:

-- conducting proceedings before grand juries and

any other investigations he deems necessary;

-- reviewing all documentary evidence available from

any source, as to which he shall have full access;



-- determining whether or not to contest the assertion
any

o.f ’~4:-i~e--l~rq-~i-l-eoeaL~r~-~-ef--~n~l~ test ~mon ial                  -

’~[~]e~ with t~e understanding that any assertion o~ Executive P~i-v

-- determining whether or no~ app, ice!ion should be

m~de to any Federal court for a grant of im~munity to
or for warrants, subpoenas or other court orders, and,

any witness,
~ss~s ~,.t Attornwhere required by statute, whether the approval of the

~e~i.re~ni~4 General shal! "be granted;

-- deciding whether or not to prosecute any individual

�~..irm, corporation or group of individuals;

~,c~T~    " and conducting!init iat ingAProsecut ions, framing indictments,

filing inforn~ations, and handling all aspects of any

cases within his jurisdiction (whether initiated before

initiating ~nd conduct:ing
or after his assumption of duties), includingAany

a ppea ] s ;

-- coordinating and directing the activities of all

Department of Justice personnel, including United

Stat:.-:~ Attorneys;

--handling relations with all Congressional committees

having jurisdiction over any aspect of the above

matters, and determining what documents, information and assistance
shall be provided to such committees.

~.rnile the Attorney Genera!, as head of the Department of Justice and as
---t-~.-~t-e~r~-~.-~-F~cF~p~~-~at-~.~-�ons~stent-~th-the-

initial selector of the Specia! Prosecutor, shall be deemed in those ways
-~-~rrra~’KTre~r~t-~tnztx~ry--~cc~T~aH~FDFtT-for-af~-matt~rs-fa~-

ultimately accountable for the Special Prosecutor’s actions, the Special
-Fn~s~cFt+rh~-~h~-j~rr’rm~’r~thmT~r-t~e-Dev~rt~,e~t-af-~astfce~--Th~

Prosecutor will have complete independence.    The



ALto<nay Gener~J ’..;i11 not countermand,~-r- interfere with~he

Prosecutor’s decisions or actions. The Special Pros-

ecutor will no: be removed from his duties except for extra-

ordi,qer,i improprieties on his part, as set forth pub!icly prior to such "
removal by the Atcorney General.

S~.= end Resource Support

I. Selectien of Staff - The Special Prose.cutor.~7~ hall~ h~ve

ful! authority to organize,area select, his own staff of attorneys,

investigators, and supporting personne], on a full or part-time

basis, in such numbers and with such qualifications as he may

reasonably require. He may request the Assistant Attorneys

General, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Unite(] States

Attorneys, and other officers of the [’,.apartment of Justice to

detail such personnel and to provide such other assistance as he

)/~m~y re~i~o~ably require, all personnel in tne Department of

~,~       ~      .        . . _ . . ~ ~ .. . .¢,...~ Justice, ~nclud~ng U,~i~ed StaLes Attorneys, she!] cooperate .t~
.~ ~. ~d com. lw;th such requests,: ........... ~. Y ........ ..- .

allocated in advance
2. Budqet - The Special Prosecutor will be p~ev@4e4-w4¢.~

sufficient out of existing and proposed Department budgets

to carry out his responsioilities in fu!l. if the Special Prosecutor

submaque.o.tly dete~ines that he requires substantial additional funds above the

a~noun£ al!ocated in advance, che Attorney General shall expeditiously submit-th~
e.K4s¢4~-<~i~F--t~m~rt~rbr Prosecutor’s budget request directly

Congress. The Special Prosecutor shall be compensated at the -same rate as the

So!ici~o_ .... Genecal, snd any limi[ations on funds, positions, and other

reso~rces apnlicab!e to existing ally{slops shall not apply to the e ",-’~’.~-

.~"~. ~,~o D~signa,ion and Responsibilitv - The personnel ass~t~

bz,~H~’pecial Prosecutor shall be known as the Watergate Special

Prosecution Force ancf shall be responsible only to the Special

, __s ..... to~.



general i’egulations and policies of the Department of Justice..

Public Reports - The Special Prosecutor may from, time to

time make public such statements or reports as he deems approp-
issueriate, ~nd shall at the end of his assignment P~.;~h a full

report on the carrying out of his responsibilities°
Duration of Assignment~ _ The Special Prosecutor will carry

out these responsibilities, with the full support of the Depart-

he certifies that
, a~-- ~-~ ~- r,e sp, pn s ib, i i i tie s .merit of Justice until~,his ~’~’~r-r~ihave ~)een completed.



BREAK.IN AND SENATE INQUIRY apecla! Prosecutor - 2

Duties and Responsibilities of the Special Prosecutor

Following are guidelines relating to the special
Watergate prosecutor issued by Attorney General-
designate Elliot L. Richardson May 19:-

THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR

There will be appointed by the attorney general,
within the Department of Justice, a special prosecutor
to Whom the attorney general shall delegate the
authorities and provide the staff and o~er resources
described below.

The special prosecutor shall have full authority for
investigating and prosecuting offenses against the
United States arising out of the unauthorized entry
in~ Democratic National Committee headquarters at
the Watergate, all offenses arising out of the 1972
presidential election for which the special prosecutor
deems it necessary and appropriate to assume respon.
sibfl~ty, allegations involving the President, members of
the White House staff, or presidential appointees, and
any other matters which he consents to have assigned
to him by the attorney general.

In particular, the special prosecutor shall have full
authority with respect to the above matters for.

¯ Conducting proceedings before grand juries and
any other investigations he deems necessary.

¯ Reviewing all documentary evidence available
from any source, as to which he shall have full~ access.

¯ Determining whether or not to contest th~ asser-
tion of "executive privilege" or any other testimonial
privilege.

¯ Determining whether or.not application should be
made to any federal court for a grant of immuni~ to
any witness, consistently with applicable statutory
requirements, or for warrants, subpoenas, or other court
orders.

¯ Deciding whether or not to prosecute any indi-
vidual, firm, corporation or group of individuals.

¯ Initiating and conducting prosecutions, framing
indictments, filing informations, and handling all
aspects of any cases within his jurisdiction (whether
initiated before or after his assumption of duties),
including any appeals.

¯ Coordinating and directing the activities of all
Department of Justice personnel, including United
States attorneys.

¯ Dealing with and appearing before congressional
committees having jurisdiction over any aspect of the
above matters and determining what documents, in-
formation, and assistance shall .be provided to such
committees.                     ~

In exercising this authority, the special prosecutor
will have the greatest degree of independence that is
consistent with the attorney general’s statutory accoun-
tability for all matters falling within the jurisdiction of
the Department of Justice. The attorney general will
not countermand or interfere with the special prosecu-

tor’s decisions o~ actions. The special prosecutor will
determine whether and to what extent he will inform
or consult with the attorney general about the conduct
of his duties and responsibilities. The special prosecu~-
tot will not be removed from his duties except for
extraordinary improprieties on his part.

STAFF AND RESOURCE SUPPORT

Selection of Staff. The special prosecutor shall
have full authority to organize, select, and hire his own
staff of attorneys, investigators, and supporting person-
nel, on a full or part-time basis, in such numbers and
with such qualifications as he may reasonably require.
He may’ request the assistant attorneys general and
other officers ef the Department of Justice to assign s~ch
personnel and to provide such other assistance as he
may reasonably require. All personnel in the Depart-
ment~ of Justice, includin~ United States attorneys,
shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible with the
special p~osec~.~r.

Budget. The special prosecutor will be provided
with such funds and facilities to carry out his responsi-
bilities as he may reasonably require. He shall have the
right to submit budget requests for funds, positions, and
other assistance, and such requests shall receive the
highest priority. ~                    ~

Designation and Reslmnsibility. The personnel
a~ing as the staff and assistants of the special prose-
cutor shall be known as the Watergate special prosecu-
tion force and shall b~ responsible only to the special
prosecutor.

Continued Responsibilities of Assistant Attorney
General, Criminal Division. Except for the specific
investigative and prosecutorial duties assigned to the
special prosecutor, the assistant attorney general in
charge of the criminal division will continue to exercise
all of the duties currently assigned to him.

Applicable Departmental Policies. Except as
otherwise herein specified or as mutually agreed be-
tween the special prosecutor and the attorney generdl,
the Watergate special pros~ution force will be subject
to the administrative regulations and policies of the
.Department of Justice.

Public Reports. The special prosecutor may from
time to time make public such statements or reports~as
he deems appropriate and shall upon completion of his
assignment submit a final report to the appropriate
persons or entities of the Congress.

Duration of Assignment. The special prosecutor
will carry out these responsibilities, with the full sup-
port of the Department.. of Justice, until such time a~,
in his judgment, he has completed them or until a date
mutually agreed upon between the attorney general
and himself.



THE SECRETARY    OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301

Honorable Adlai E. Stevenson III
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Stevenson:

21 May 1973

Thank you for your letter of May 18. I certainly share your hopes
that any remaining doubts about the impartiality of the independent
investigation and prosecution, to be handled by Archibald Cox, can
now be finally resolved. HopefullY, as you so aptly point out,
justice delayed can now proceed with dispatch and government can get
on with all its business. I hav~ just given members of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary a somewhat revised version of the guide-
lines under which the Special Prosecutor would operate. A copy is
enclosed for your information°

In response to the specific questions raised by your letter, let me
make the following points.

I. While the Special Prosecutor’s functions would focus primarily
on the investigations and prosecution of criminal offenses, he may in
the process uncover improprieties or irregularities of a non-criminal
kind. He would be free to take whatever action with regard to such
improprieties or irregularities as he deemed appropriate, including
disclosing them publicly and re. porting them to other authorities for
their action. There will inevitably, of course, be considerable over-
lap with the Ervin Committee’s investigations, whether or not prose-
cution is sought in specific cases.

2. It is not my intention to reserve decision-making responsi-
bility on any of the matters enumerated in the description of the
Special Prosecutor’s duties and responsibilities, as to which he is
given full authority. Thus, all decisions as to grand juries,
assertions of executive privilege, and seeking grants of immunity
will be made by the Special Prosecutor, in a manner consistent with
applicable statutory requirementso

3. The Special Prosecutor will have authorit~ to select staff
members not now employed by the Department of Justice. The Special
Prosecutor will have all the financial resources that he will reason-
ably need for all his activities, including funds with which to hire
non-departmental personnel. I will assure, as the guidelines make
clear, that the personnel and other resources of the Department will
be at the disposal of the Special Prosecutor, to the extent he may
reasonably require them.
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4. The Special Prosecutor, not the Attorney General, will deter-
mine what documents may be relevant to his mission.

5. The Special Prosecutor will be fully free to make all decisions
relating to his dealings with Congressional Committees. I will not
control the Special Prosecutor’s access to any committee.

6. Having provided the Special Prosecutor with a charter which
assures his total operational independence from the Attorney General,
together with the resources necessary to carry out his mission effec-
tively, I see no need to "disqualify" myself. I have no personal
stake in this matter other than to see that justice be done swiftly~
thoroughly and fairly. I hope that the selection of former Solicitor
General Cox for the position of Special Prosecutor makes my deter-
mination in this regard amply clear.

I regard the questions you have raised as fair and responsible and I
have tried to answer them in that spirit. I trust that the Senate and
the Department of Justice can and will cooperate in this mission of
enormous public importance. I will certainly do everything in my power
to see that this occurs.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely,

Elliot L. Richardson



PRESS RELEASE

HAROLD H. TITUS, JR.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

FOR THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

May 24, 1973

I WISH TO MAKE ~N ANNOUNCEMENT TODAY CONCERNING THE

WATERGATE CASE.    AT MY REQUEST, THE PROSECUTORS I HAVE

ASSIGNED TO THIS CASE -- EARL J. SILBERT, MY PRINCIPAL

ASSISTANT, SEYMOUR GLANZER AND DONALD E. CAMPBELL --

PRESENTED TO ME THEIR ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF

THEIR INVESTIGATION.    AFTER REVIEWING THEIR PRESENTATION i

AM ABLE TO REPORT TO YOU THE FOLLOWING.

THE INVESTIGATION UNDERTAKEN BY MY PROSECUTIVE

TEAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FEDERAL GRAND JURY IS SUBSTANTIALLY

COMPLETE.    AS MANY OF YOU ARE BY NOW PROBABLY AWARE, THE

MAJOR BREAK-THROUGH IN THE INVESTIGATION REPORTED IN THE NEWS

MEDIA A LITTLE OVER A MONTH AGO WAS DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO

THE CONTINUING EFFORTS OF THESE PROSECUTORS.    IN THIS REGARD

THEY HAVE FOLLOWED A STRATEGY THEY FORMULATED PRIOR TO THE

RETURN OF THE FIRST INDICTMENT IN THIS CASE AND THE TRIAL OF

THE DEFENDANTS NAMED THEREIN.    CONSISTENT WITH THEIR EFFORTS

AND THEIR STRATEGY, THE PROSECUTORS HAVE INTERVIEWED MOST OF

THE I~ORTANT WITNESSES AND POTENTIAL TARGET DEFENDANTS ON

ONE OR MORE OCCASIONS AND THE MAJORITY OF THEM HAVE APPEARED

BEFORE THE GRAND JURY. THE PROSECUTORS HAVE DEVELOPED AND

OUTLINED BEFORE THE GRAND JURY A COMPREHENSIVE AND COHERENT

THEORY OF PROSECUTION. ONE KEY MEMBER OF THE CRIMINAL
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CONSPIRACY HAS ALREADY AGREED TO PLEAD GUILTY WITHOUT

IS~UNIZATION AND TO’TESTIFY AS A PROSECUTION WITNESS AT

TRIAL.    NEGOTIATIONS ARE PRESENTLY IN PROCESS TOWARDS

SECURING THIS OBJECTIVE AS TO OTHERS WHO HAVE ALSO ADMITTED

THEIR CULPABILITY.    WHERE CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC INTEREST,

JUSTICE AND SOUND LAW ENFORCE~~NT, THIS OFFICE HAS SOUGHT

AND OBTAINED IMMUNITY FOR OTHER WITNESSES.

SOME WORK, OF COURSE, REMAINS TO BE DONE.    FOR

IN THIS, AS IN EVERY CRIMINAL CASE, THE INVESTIGATION PRIOR

TO INDICTMENT MUST BE AS THOROUGH AS CIRCUMST~NCES PERMIT.

NEVERTHELESS, I HAVE BEEN ADVISED BY MR. SILBERT THAT IT IS

REALISTIC TO ANTICIPATE A COMPREHENSIVE INDICTMENT WITHIN

60 TO 90 DAYS, ASSU~.MING THE PRESENT PACE OF THE INVESTIGATION

AND pREPARATION CONTINUES WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. THE PROPOSED

INDICTMENT WOULD FOCUS ON THE OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE WHICH

OCCURRED AFTER THE WATERGATE ARREST ON JUNE 17, 1972, BUT WILL

INCLUDE CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES BEGINNING IN 1971, WHICH TOGETHER

WITH THE WATERGATE BREAK-IN, MOTIVATED THE ~SSIVE OBSTRUCTION.

AS IS NOW WELL KNOWN PROFESSOR ARCHIBALD COX OF

HARVARD LAW SCHOOL, A FORMER SOLICITOR GENERAL OF THE

UNITED S~ATES, HAS BEEN APPOINTED AS THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR

IN THIS CASE.
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ON TUESDAY, MAY 22, AFTER SERIOUS CONSIDERATION

BETWEEN THE PROSECUTORS AND MYSELF, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT

IN ORDER FOR PROFESSOR COX TO BE FREE IN THE CHOICE OF HIS

STAFF, OUR OFFICE SHOULD WITHDRAW FROM THE ONGOING INVESTI-

GATION.    ANOTHER IMPORTANT FACTOR INFLUENCING THIS DECISION

WAS THE UNCERTAINTY OF WITNESSES, POTENTIAL DEFENDANTS AND

THEIR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS, AS WELL AS THE PROSECUTORS

THEMSELVES, CONCERNING THE AUTHORITY OF THIS OFFICE TO MAKE

DECISIONS IN THE CASE.

IT WAS, OF COURSE, OUR INTENTION TO TRANSMIT

IMMEDIATELY TO PROFESSOR COX ALL FILES, RECORDS, TRANSCRIPTS

AND OTHER DOCUMENTS CONTAINED IN THE WATE~GATE INVESTIGATION

FOR HIS REVIEW AND STUDY AND TO BE AVAILABLE AT HIS REQUEST

TO CONSULT WITH AND ASSIST HIM IN THE UNDERSTANDING AND

COMPREHENSION OF THE MANY COMPLEX AND INTRICATE ISSUES

INVOLVED IN THIS HIGHLY PUBLICIZED CASE.                                   /

THEREFORE, ON TUESDAY, I SCHEDULED A PRESS CONFERENCE

IN ORDER TO ANNOUNCE OUR DECISION. PRIOR TO THAT CONFERENCE,

HOWEVER, I RECEIVED A CALL FROM PROFESSOR COX REQUESTING

THAT WE MEET WITH.HIM YESTERDAY IN ADVANCE OF ANY PUBLIC

ANNOUNCEMENT RELATIVE TO OUR CONTEMPLATED WITHDRAWAL FROM

THE CASE. I EXPRESSED TO PROFESSOR COX MY STRONG VIEW AS

TO THE PROPRIETY OF OUR ANTICIPATED COURSE OF CONDUCT AND

OUR FIRM INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH THE ANNOUNCEMENT.
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HOWEVER, IN DEFERENCE TO HIS REQUEST WE AGREED

TO MEET WITH HIM. THAT MEETING TOOK PLACE IN THE DEPARTMENT

OF JUSTICE AT 3:00 P.M., AT WHICH TIME HE URGED US, IN

VIEW OF THE IMPORTANT WORK WE WERE DOING, THAT IT WAS IN

THE PUBLIC INTEREST T~{AT WE CARRY ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THE CASE.

AT THIS TIME, I WISH TO ADVISE YOU THAT WE WILL

ACCEDE TO PROFESSOR COX’S PZQUEST AND WILL CONTINUE TO

CONDUCT THE INVESTIGATION.



oase without prior approval and will make prompt and

full disclosure to me of your activities and what you have

learned.

Some~~M-saying, esp~ially the part abouti

~~urance, may seem offensively rude. I doimeaI

!    \\                                     /      !
t~be ru~ I am not insinuating that any of~’is respoqlible

f~r the Hirs~story or any other story. ~ut no room can b~+

~eftfor any misun . rstanding upon t ~ point and I cannot ~ c~ et
eft f°r any misun~~a+/’~

~hat you ch~e to make ~tateme~t about the substance of t}~

/

you wish to contin~! working on th            the above basis.

/
I hope that you+~ill continue to perfo~ the. public service -

/
~ leas~ un~ my s[~ff &nd I h&ve m&s~e~ed ~e

~here is+’no room for conditions or limitations.



,Is Said to Link
Haldeman .and Ehrlichman
To Ellsberg Case Break- In

l~y SEYMOI,rR M. IIERSH

WASHINGTON, May
Fe~deral prosecutors, now have
evidence directly linking H, R~
Haldernan and John D. Ehr-
lichman, former tOp - White
House advisers, to illegal ac-
tivities against Dr.. Daniel Ells-
berg in 1971, source~ close to
the..Watergate investigation
disclosed today.

~he prosecuto~:s ~ave con-
cluded, the sources said, that
those activities were a .major.
factor behind ~-the: decision. :at
the .White Hou ,se ~ to .cover..up
th~ Water’g~tte. b~]~gin’g" a
later,    -      .o

This..theory Of :..ptos.ecuti0n
.for.-the-first time ’link~ the twt~
aides ,d{r~y : ~tOiifliega~l,
ifies ag~inSt-Dr: :Ellsbergi" in-"
cluding a break-in at the office
of 1~ former~ psychiatris~t in
Los Angeles in .September, 1971.

The theory was described by
the sources as the heart of the
Government’s prospective case
against Mr. Haldeman, who
resigned last month as Presi-

dent Nixon’s chief of staff, and
Mr. Ehflichman, who resigned
as his topdome~tic adviser.

The theory was outlined to
Archibald Cox, the .newly ap-
pointed special Wate, rgate prose.
Cutor, in his meeting with the
F~deral prosecutors this week

A spokesman for Mr. Halde.
man and Mr. F_~.rlichman de-
nied that the .two men had
participated in or covered up
-any. crimin.al activities while
serving in the White House.

Informed sources disclosed
that da~’aging evidence ag~dns~
IVlr. Hal.d., ei~:an a~d. Mr. ;Ehrlich-
man was.recently Presented to
the Federal~g~ahd. jury by David
R,~ Yotmg "$r:(.~the forme~ Na-
tional ~ecurity Council aide. He
~rv~l a_s. co-director of the so-
called ’~plumbers team" that
was authorized by President
Nixon to stop leaks of informa-
.tio~ after publication of the
Pentagon papers in :Iune, 1971,

Mr. Young testified to the

Continued on Page 33, Colunm 2



.,,:tHal Leman and Ehrlichman Role in Ellsberg Case Break-In Is Hinted
had definitely established the ’the illegal operation in a state W.hi.te House concern over the answered the question whether~[ContmuedFrom Page I, Col. 4 "

-- link" between the 1971 "plumb- ment he submttted" May 9 to publmat~.o.n° " .of the .Pentagon or nc¢ the President of the
|erand iurv after bein~ ~iven]ers" team and the subsequent President NLxon shortly after papers, tie men testified:     i United States approved felo-

~[~rti.i "im~.n~tv ~r rh~ ,~r-~]wa’tergate cover-up          resigning as Under Secretary of "At that time¯ as I trader-; nies? Do you understand that?
mn 1]~,~-~; ~-’~’~o-~’~’~7"~’~’~ ~’~ ] Informed sources als0 said ’Transportation a post to which stocxl it, there w~.~ some con- M~ !~rT~,~r~’r r

.].^- -~ ~ ’ ]that the Government tentative- he had been nominated late cern m the White House about:nuite well what t½~ |~g ¯r~.~ ~,,~rces salu. ly planned to indict the ring-last year. the appropriateness of seeing~ o
,,,~’~.. The .prosecutors further be-l leaders of the conspiracy--saidl "A~reement to this mission the [Ellsberg] prosecution ac-.-=" M~r:___~..:~...: :~_ .._~.-’~
.-.--.~neve, the s0.urces, said,.t.hat .theY.! to include Mr. Ehriichman and]was "my responsibility" his tuaily take place with regard ~rmt~r°~Y~°,n~a,a
--~,1..~.c~a~_ .p.r,~o..v.e_ t.n.at Ke,y~ omc|~,s~.orlMr." " Haldeman--and bring them                                   .statement said, "~ step’ taken to Dr. Ellsberg and his ~-                       ~,-:’::-~’~’:’Z"-~ "~:’~"’~,= ~=,u ,~Wro ram On ear-
~,,, _,~.ae ~,.m~e house ~e.w at me]to trial in a group,           i n excess of instructions and sot]ares, ~nd I shared that con- lier~ ~ .... ~ . P g-- _ .

¯ time .they were committed thati "We’re going to have our lwithout the knowledge or per- tern, my own feeling being that de~J~s~u~v~’.a.~ .m.e.an_me vr.es|-
l’r%certam undercover activitieS]own domestic Nuremb~,r~ m’~=i~, a¢ ~n~ ~.~nr" IMr h@ WOU[-4 r)rt)h~hlwh~.enm@ ~ ts or toe t~nlteo ~tates ).can.................. ~ .... break] the aw f they can ]usti-~�%aga,nst Dr. Ellsberg were ll- trial" one ottmlal sa~d Haldeman and Mr Ehrlichman) martyr ’"¯ ~ ’ " ....... fv usin national seu "legal A spokesman for Mr. Halde- Sources close to the nvesti- Hunt went on to say, "It was -’_A ~," ~g~,~ ~ - c :nty.
v,~’,, ’Umbrella of Secmity’ man and Mr. Ehriichman who gation said that the prosecutors felt and I believe IMr Krogh ~n~e~Srn~,~at lean precisely

¯statement last Tuesday on the ry r " ° P " tion with the p i g re-resentin ~ m- e,.    o ¯.

;-~la of nationa~ security for "We remain, convinced," the testimony could not be learned,Ha demon and Ehr chman " spokesman stud, "that there isibut one source specifically said
it    "If ever a statement was no criminality on the part of~that the former aide to Henry
i-i--drafted to meet a ~,rand Jury Haldeman and Ehrlichman, andlA. Kissinoer, the President’s,~.’~,, ch=~ ~° t,. "~’- the Government’s go]no to have ch ef advi~r on foreign affairs
~ ~,,~ti,.,’ ~r¢m~nt ~fiei~l~a hell of a Ume convicting "did hel#’ in convincing the........ v .................. them ’ -~ sad. "They [Wh ta House o~-

In ~ourt a era flied Ma 16 prosecuting team that the
~fictals]~ know what the prose-[ P P      " "      ~ Y ,~White House was aware of the
~cutors have been doing with[h°weve~: My. Wilson ~aid, ."It illegality of the Hunt.Liddy op-
~the " - ."                 [           . .                   ]erat~ons

~den~ed tha~ Mr Nixon’s s~ate~ vestiga~ion."                  noted that the plumber~ unit
’~ment this weck’ was connected In_h~s ~at~gate ~atem~nt),,oporated under e~tremely tight
~in any way to the White House ~u~s~2 .ey~sm~nt .~xon m-~security rules."
~activities undertaken in re- s>ste~ m~ me premiers ope~a-[ "Its existence and functions

sponse to t,e p,b catio~ ot ~n, n~,~.no f?,?n~,o~ ~’~were known only to a ve~ few

~ment said’
v headquarters or the aftermath. ~he said. "These included Messrs

~ ,, " ~ He said that he considered it]Haldeman Ehrlichman andThe May 2 statement was. his "responsibility to see that~Dean., ’
~clear ~’~i~h ~r~ose t~dd ~ the Water-ate investigation did ’ .
:scope n c "ere ou e not imping2 adversebYu~on theI      New lnfo~ahon

-~ : " ’- The ~ g-
~ the tl~e t~ was lS~d’ " national security area." Within~ One Justice Department
~ claim made by the anonymous a few days of the Watergate~source said that the Watergate
:lsource in the story that the break-in, Mr. Nixon said:      ]prosecutors viewed the Presi-
’ statement was designed for              of Mr. Hunt bad,dent’s statement as an attempt
:~some other pu~se is ludi- "The name
:[crous. The White House does surfaced in connection withlto prevent them from attempt-
~not have access to grand jury Watergate. and I was alertedling "to hook" the White House- to the fact that he had previ-[cover.up of the Watergate bug-Jproceedings." r thesis in~°us y been a member ot the ging to the 1971 plumbers ac-
.~ The pro~ecuto s’       , ~lspecial investigations unit [the,tivity.
essence said sources close toi, _     , . ~ ...... ,p~umbers] in the White House. The source made clear that

, . . . . ~There~ore, [ was also co~-1Mr. Young add o~er witnessesHo~se partlclpafed m covermg~ ¯ ¯ ¯~ ~cerned that the Water-ate m-lhad provided the prosecuUon
~up the bugging of the Demo .... ~ - ¯ ¯i ....... vesttgattons might well lead to~w~th mfo~aUon about other
crat$ ~ot o~y rot po ~ ca ~ ,an inqui~ into the activities ot annarentlv ille~al activities of
Ireasons but also to insure that~        i inv " "      " ~ rr     --    "       ’........ Abe spec al est~gattons umt~the pl~bers team~whtch was
tE ~owarn ~unt Jr an~ u ~itself" o sba’ " "" abouil " n t d nded untl De.tuberGordon Ltddy Kepf sunni , ¯ - ’t ittve 1971 six months after 0ub catheir role on ~e "plumbers] Still ’Highly Setls’’

bero’s psychiatrist was "obvi.In ms watergate statement ou ?    " ¯ " ’"
......... ’ sly a pure arv He addedPres aent NtXOn sao that mh ;o ;" .    ,. owever "Toe whole leoal issue1970 he authorized the Govern- . -. ¯             ~     ’

.                ¯        In this case Is goln~ to han~men| S intelligence agencies to, . . o . ~

he termed a "security problem security authorize a crime?"
[of] critical proportions" in con.] One Justice Department of-........ ~ficial told of theattorney’sview

The subsequent recommenda-tsatd, It s not going to work,"
finns, Mr N xon said, did not ^el3~
;o into effect----despite his ap- ~ e ~tafI Investigates
)royal--because of the objec- Just ce Department Unit
:ion of J. Edgar Hoover, thenl __
the director of the Federal BU-I WASHINGTON May ~ (AP)reau of Investigation. He said!__Senate investigators aT~ us]no
these plans had called for theinext week’s re~ss in t~e tel~~-
resumption ?f breaking a~d en- vised Watergate hearings tc
try operations by Federal[study the Nixon Administra.
agents In matt.ers rela~mg to tion:s gatherin¢, o~ intelligence
what the President said waS~on nersons in ~nd out of ~,ov
"national security" ~                    ° "

The Ne York Times re- Members of the Senate
ported ,Th.ursda.y that Mr.!Watergate committee’s staff
H.o.over .nap remsed .to p~-questioned Assistant Attorney
t!ctpate t,n the.domest!c opera-iGeneral A William Otson today
t.ton.s u.mess .n9 received au- about the operatiosn of the Jus-

dent Nlxon. a postUon nOtiritv division
mentioned in the President’s[ ~, ~ W’M Corn ¯
St _eft. I_t as further re.Iv]ered Watergate conspirator,
port,ca, t.,hat e..B.I, and all o.therihas told the committee that a
?read:m,, an.~ ent~ opera.ttonSfsection head in that division
in c.o.nnectlon .with .natt.on~l gave him intelligence reports al-
security were oetermmea mlm~t daily while McCord was
19~,B ..,to .b.e u_nconstitu_ti.on.al s"~’ity cl~ief for the Committee
ann megat by ~amsey t.larK,~for the Re-election of the Presi-
then the Acting Attorney Gen-[,~ent
eral. A former White House,~ ’
~s.o._u_rc.e said t~..t Mr. Nix9n.re-I Democrnf~’ O,~l,~t*’~’~, t~,=I





¯ May 31,’ 1973

¯ MEMO.RANDUM

TO: Archie Cox

John Ely

I’ve spent a couple’of, days rummaging about and wanted

to let you know what I’ve come up with. The question.with which

I’d like to begin is whether the Pr~sidenh’enjoys some .immunity

from being called before a grand ju_~y. In the Boston Globe for

May 30, at p. 30, Alex Bickel states ¯what I gather must be the

sort of argument on which those supporting such ~mmunity must

rely, one generally ~_man~ting from the s~paration 0f .powers :

It is not a matter of~ law, but of assumed convention.
The President, alone, is presumed to be immune to the
judicial process.

But of course observing that there is a separation of powers does

not begin to disclose its contours: the question, here as every-

where, is what powerS, privileges and immunities are distributed

in what ways. Alex appeals to some historically evolved and broad-

ly assumed convention, p~rhaps thereby t~ying to move considerations



WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : Archibald Cox DATE: October 16, 1973

Peter M. Kreindler~

SUBJECT: Requests to the White House for
Documents, Recordings, etc.

I. OUTSTANDING REQUESTS

A. WATERGATE

1. Meetings and telephone calls: On June 13, 1973, you
requested Buzhardt to furnish "copies of or excerpts from all
logs, diaries, or similar records showing the dates and exact
times of every meeting or telephone call" between the Presi-
dent and 15 individuals between June 15, 1972, and the
"present". We have received "logs" for Dean, Ehrlichman,
Ha!deman, Mitchell and Petersen, but have received no infor-
mation for the following individuals:

ison

~ rav

Kleihdienst
Krogh
LaRue

trachan~
Young

On July 25, 1973, Buzhardt delivered the logs for Ehrlichman,
promising to send the logs for Haldeman and Colson "in the
next several days." The logs for Haldeman were in fact
delivered the next day. Buzhardt also stated in his letter
of July 25 that "it should not be long before" he supplied
the information with respect to other individuals.

2. Higby logs: On August l, 1973, you wrote to Buzhardt
requesting thetelephone logs of Higby for the years of 1971,
1972 and 1973. There has been no response. On July 27, 1973,
Buzhardt indicated to PAL on the telephonethat the White
House had no intention of claiming executive privilege.



i. Omnibus August 23, 1973, request: Because of its
length and detail, a copy of your August 23 letter is at-
tached. Briefly, the letter requested the following re-
cords:

(a) All records and logs reflecting meetings
or telephone conversations of Young, Krogh,
Colson, Ehrlichman, Hunt and Liddy between
June 13, 1971, and December 31, 1971.

(b) Logs of meetings between the President and
each of the individuals named in ~I (a) above
during the same period.

(c) All records sent or received by the individuals
in ~I (a) above relating to the Pentagon Papers,
Ellsberg, Fielding, Hunt, Liddy, Hunt & Liddy
Special Project # i, Project Odessa, or Project

(d) All records of telephone calls placed from
or received in the offices of the individuals
named in ~I (a) above between August ii, 1971,
and September 15, 1971.

/~,eg--All records relating to the subjects de-
scribed in II (c) above that were removed from
Krogh’s files at DOT and delivered to the
White House or EOB between December I, 1972,
and May 31, 1973.

(f) All records relating to the subjects de-
scribed in II (d) above that were transmitted
from Young to Ehrlichman between March 23 and
March 27, 1973, and on April 30, 1973.

(g) Al! records relating to the subjects de-
scribed in ~I (c) above that were deposited in
the "Presidentia! files" on behalf of Ehrlich-
man, Young, Krogh or Colson. The letter also
requests that the dates of deposit and the
individuals be identified.

(h) All records relating to Wagner and Baroody,
including all records relating to the delivery
of~5,000. All records of visits by Joseph
Baroody to the White House or EOB between
August 20, 1971, and September 3, 1971.



2. Kraft taps: On August 27, 1973, you requested
the following records:

"All records relating to Joseph Kraft,
electronic surveillance of Joseph Kraft, and

~proposed electronic surveillances of Joseph
Kraft, including all records relating to
Joseph Kraft, electronic surveillances of
Joseph Kraft, and proposed electronic sur-
veillances of Joseph Kraft, that were au-
thored or initiated by or received by or ad-
dressed to any of the fol~wi~g individual~: ,
John Ehrlichman, John #~~--~, and

3. October 4, 1973, specification: After discussing
the August 23 and 27 requests with Buzhardt, WHM speci-
fied 8 documents needed immediately:

(a) Memorandum of late June or early July 1971
from Colson to Haldeman.relating.to the Penta-
gon Papers and Ellsberg.

(b) Memorandum of July 8, 1971, from Buchanan
to Ehrlichman relating to the Pentagon Papers
and Ellsberg.

(c) Memorandum of late July or early August
1971 from Colson to Ehrlichman relating to
Hunt, the "Krogh operation" and the SIU.

(d) Memorandum of late July or August 1971
from Hunt to Colson on Hunt’s views of the
functions and personnel of the S~U.

(e) Memorandum of late August 1971 from Liddy
and Hunt to Krogh and/or Young relating to
Hunt and Liddy~s-lateAugust trip to Cali-
fornia and the proposed Labor Day weekend
trip.

(f) Memorandum of August 1971 from Colson
to Ehrlichman or Young relating the results
of the Hunt-Liddy trip to California.

(g) All records relating to the travel ex-
pemses of Hunt and/or Liddy between July 6,
1971, and December 31, 1972.

(h) All salary, fee or employment records
for Hunt and Liddy between July 6, 1971,
and December 31, 1972.
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3. May 3, 1972, demonstrations: On October i0,     ~
1973, you’made an extensive request for records and logs ~_~during the period April 24, 1972, to May 8, 1972, re-~ ~/~.~~

lating to attacks on anti-war demonstrators on the west
steps of the Capitol, as well as to the simultaneous                ~
counter-demonstration. A copy of the letter is attached.

A. WATERGATE

II. FUTURE REQUESTS

i. Haldeman "talking papers" prepared by Strachan
for meetings with Mitchell on June 30, 1971, and December
17, 1971, relating to "political intelligence." These
papers, are located in Haldeman’s files under"T".

2. Memorandum from Strachan to Haldeman in late
March or early April 1972 suggesting that Haldeman call
Mitchell to arrange for Liddy to report to Mardian.

3. Recording, etc., of meeting between the President
and Haldeman and Mitchell on Apri! 4, 1972 (from 4:13 to
4:50 p.m.), to discuss the Kleindienst nomination, ITT
and the Mitchell approval of an intelligence plan.

4. Recordings, etc., of the meetings on June 30,
1972, between the President and Haldeman and Colson
(12:21 - 12:44 p.m.), the President and Haldeman and
Kleindienst (3:24 - 4:06 p.m.), and the President and
Haldeman and MacGregor (4:30 - 5:52 p.m.).

5. Recordings, etc., of meetings between the Presi-
dent and Colson between January 3 and January 6, 1973.

6. Recording, etc., of the meeting between the
President and Haldeman and Ehrlichman on January 4,
1973 (3:05 to 4:18 p.m.).

7. Recording, etc., of the meeting between the
President and Haldeman on January 5, 1973 (10:18 -
11:50 p.m.). (Kissinger attended the meeting from
10:22 to ii:00 and Ziegler attended from II:00 to 11:12.)

8. Recolding, etc., of meeting between the
President and Haldeman and Ehrlichman on April 16,
1973 (9:50 to 9:59 a.m.). Dean, who met with the
President from i0:00 to 10:40, testified before the
Senate that he heard the President, Haldeman and
Ehrllchman laughing as he approached the Oval Office.



B. PLUMBERS
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i. Memorandum of July 22, 1971, from Colson to
Ehrlichman concerning detailing of Hunt from Colson’s
staff to SIU.

2. Recording,..etc.o~ of meeting between the Presi-
dent and Ehrlichman and Krogh on July 24, 1971, con-
cerning assignment of Krogh to investigate and plug
leaks.

3. Recording, etc., of telephone conversation
between President and Hoover in late July or August 1971,
wherein President informed Hoover that the White House
would conduct a full investigation of Ellsberg.

4. Recording, etc., of meeting between the Presi-.
dent and Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Kissinger concerning
dissemination of:information on Ellsberg.

C. DIRTY TRICKS

1. Chapin’s personal telephone logs during the
period June 15, 1971, to June 30, 1972.

2. Chapin’s personal meeting logs during the
period June i, 1971 to September 30, 1971.

3. Records of any visits to Chapin, Dean or
Fielding between June 17 to June 30,.1972, and in October
1972 at the OEB by Segretti, either in his own name
or under the following aliases: Don Simmons, Don Morris,
Bill Morris or Bob Bagley.

"\     4 All files, memoranda or papers of Chapin and
Strachan relating to Segretti or his aliases.

D. ITT

i. Logs of meetings and telephone conversations
between the President and the following individuals
during April and May 1971: Mitchell, Kleindienst,
Ehrlichman, Stans and Connally.

2. Recordings, etc., of any meetings and conversa-
tions between the President and the indi~duals identified
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D. ITT (cont.)

in ~I 1 above between April 16 and April 21, 1971 --
in particular, on April 19, a meeting between the Presi-
dent and Ehrlichman, a telephone conversation between
~h~ President and Kleindienst, and on April 20, a meeting
between the President and Mitchell.

3. Recording, etc., of a telephone conversation
between Ehrlichman and Kleindienst on April 19, 1971.

4. Recording, etc., of a meeting~between the Presi-
dent and Mitchell and Ehrlichman on May ii, 1971.

5. Recordings, etc., of two meetings on April 4, 1972~
one between the President and Mitchell and Haldeman, and
the other between the President and Haldeman.

6. Recordings, memoranda and notes (particularly
those of Ehrlichman) regarding the following meetings or
communications:

(a) Ehrlichman-Geneen meeting, August 4, 1970;
(b) Ehrlichman-President meeting or telephone

conversation following the August 4, 1970,
meeting with Geneen;

(c) Ehrlichman-Krogh communication in February
1971 regarding Antitrust Task Force;

(d) Ehrlichman-Peterson telephone call, mid-
March 1971;

(e) Ehrlichman-Peterson-Flanigan meeting be-
tween April 16 and April 28, 1971;

(f) Ehrlichman-Mitchell telephone call, April
19, 1971;

(g) Ehrlichman-Kleindienst meetings on May
1 and May 12, 1971;

(h) Ehrlichman-Peterson meeting, May 6, 1971;
(i) Ehrlichman-Krogh-Nordahl meeting, May 12,

1971;
(j) Ehrlichman-Peterson~ Flanigan-Kroghmeeting,

May 28, 1971;
(k) Peterson-Ehrlichman-Flanigan meeting, June

8, 1971;
(i) Ehrlichman-Rep. Wilson meeting, June 9,

1971;
(m).Ehrlichman-Casey meeting on March 6 and

12, 1972~
(n). Ehrlichman-Geneen meeting, March 3, 1971.



CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS

i. Milk Producers:

(a) Documents specified in the affidavits of
Mr. Garment dated July 5, 1973, and September ii, 1973,
.and of Mr. Buzhardt, dated Sephember 17, 1973. The
affidavits are attached.

(b) Recording, etc., of a. meeting.between the
President and John Connally, Secretary Harden, Secretary
Schultz, John Whitaker and Donald Rice (Dep. Dir. OMB)
on March 23, 1971. This meeting followed the "public"
meeting on that day.

(c) All memoranda of Colson concerning the

~ e stablishing, by Robert Bennett, of 100 "committees"
to receive the dairy contributions.

(d) All documents relating to the commence-
ment or attempted settlement of an antitrust suit filed
by Justice against the Associated Milk Producers, Inc.,
on February 3, 1972.

2. 1970 "Townhouse" Operation: Records maintained
by Jack A. Gleason in November and December 1970 reflecting
the receipt of funds solicited by Kalmbach and the dis-
bursement of those funds to candidates in the 1970 con-
gressional election.

3. Logs and diaries: Meeting logs and telephone
records of Flanigan, Malek and Chotiner.

4. Carpet Manufacturers: All memoranda concerning
the carpet manufacturers generated by or received by
Colson and Stans prior to their July 26, 1972, meeting
in the EOB with representatives of the industry.

5. Flanigan files: Files of Flanigan relating to
privates individuals, groups, companies, etc., seeking
agency action or.government appointments.

CC: Ruth
Lacovara
Feldbaum
Ben-Veni~te
Connolly
Davis
McBride

¯ Merrill
Neal



October 22, 1973

Archibald Cox, Esquire
1600 Maddux Lane
McLean, Virginia

Dear Mr. Cox:

I have your letter of this date expressing your
wish for guidance as to your responsibilities to the grand
jury and as an officer of the Court. You have probably not
been advised that the mandate of this Court issued early
today. Your request for guidance is accordingly within the
cognizance of the District Court.

Since you sent an identical letter to Chief District
Judge Sirica, I shall send a copy of this letter to him.

With kind regards -

cc: The Honorable John J. Sirica



WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
United States Department of Justice

10/25/73

Mr. Cox:

I thought you might like to have the

originals of these historic documents

for your files.    Phil Lacovara assured

me it would be perfectly all right.

Copies have been placed in the Central

Files.

F. Campbell



’Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do evil."

10/29/T~

How clear this passage from Exodus remains. How incontestably correct its

message. And how deceptively simple its challenge on first reading: Nhen the

occasion demands, can we summon the courage to stand alone and refuse to do what

we know is wrong?

But life rarely allows the challenge to be put in such a simple form, and

this is particularly true in public life.

~hat, after all, is wrong? Very seldom is a conscientious public servant

asked to pursue a course of action that has no possible redeeming justification.

In this practical age, where urgent crises are ever present in our domestic and

international life, reasons of state can all too easily be advanced to excuse

almost every questionable act, and few principles remain that have not become

familiar subjects for pragmatic compromise.

In these tangled circumstances, can we safely trust our own judgment when

others seem prepared to take the opposite course? Can we be sure that we are

not excessively stubborn or, worse yet, the victim of some latent desire for

martyred notoriety or some hidden animus toward the very officials whose policies

we disapprove?

And is it really wise to resist even to the point of leaving one’s post in

protest? If we are genuinely concerned, is it not the better course to re-

main in office and continue to use our influence for the objectives we hold

dear? Should we depart and risk replacement by weaker men less principled

and determined than ourselves?

For those of us who merely observe the ebb and flow of public life, these

issues may seem easily resolved. For those who actually bear responsibility

for the consequences of their decisions, the burdens of choice can be very

heavy.



Surely these burdens must have been great for our colleague, Archibald

Cox, for I have never known a man who took his responsibilities more seriously

or struggled harder to be true to his principles. In the end, he perceived a

principle that could not be compromised even to placate the uncertain demands of

international security and domestic harmony. It was a principle worth defending,

even by refusing to obey a Presidential order, in order to press its importance

vividly on the mind of the nation. As he put the issue at the very end of his

term of office: "Whether ours shall continue to be a government of laws and not

of men is now for Congress and ultimately the American people to decide."

His actions, like those of Mr. Richardson and ~r. Ruckelshaus, take on an

added significance within the University community from whence he came, for

the University must be sensitive to everything that bears upon the moral edu-

cation of its members. In part, this responsibility can be discharged within

the classroom--and there is more to be accomplished here than we have achieved

thus far. In part, the responsibility implies a willingness by the University

itself to grapple seriously and openly with the moral questions that inhere in

the institutional decisions that it makes.

But beyond these efforts lies the truth embedded in Aristotle’s Ethics:

If you would understand virtue, observe the conduct of virtuous men.

Over the past twenty years, I have watched Archie Cox fulfill this role

in many different circumstances.

When I was a law student, I saw him resign his government post when a

political settlement by the President compromised the integrity of his office.

While I served as Dean, I watched him meet his obligations to his University

through countless hours of grinding effort to keep civility and order on the

campus.

Just after I left the Deanship, I saw him face an angry, jeering crowd in

Sanders Theatre to plead for the free speech he considered so fundamental to



to the University’s existence.

And now he has again stood firmly and wisely on principle under con-

ditions of extraordinary stress.

Few of us will face similar challenges in such dramatic form. But all

of us will surely encounter situations, however private and unheralded, that

offer a similar moral challenge. By his example, he has encouraged us all

to recognize these challenges more clearly and face them with greater strength.

It is ironic that in our conversation on the morning before he decided

to accept his Washington post, one of Archie’s chief concerns was whether his

decision would set a bad example for his younger colleagues by suggesting that

important government service was automatically to be preferred to the professor’s

chief responsibility as a teacher. In retrospect, it appears that he has

taught us more in government service than he could have hoped to achieve in

those Harvard classrooms where we welcome him back with admiration.



February 28, 1974

Mr. Archibald Cox
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Dear Mr. Cox,

We read the Associated Press account of
your speech at St. Paul’s with some interest. I
can assure you that we don’t consider ourselves a
fourth branch of government, but I do feel that in
the last year or so the country has been well ser-
ved by the institution of the press, and institution
which, by its very nature, will make occasional mis-
takes. You were on the hot seat, and I’m sure your
view of the press was, in part at least, shaped by
that.

Incidentally, NBC Nightly News did not
overplay, in fact didn’t even mention, the Times
story that you were ousted because of fear that you
might name the President as an unindicted co-con-
spirator.

~i~th warm personal

k~ohn Chancellor

regards,



March 4, 1974

Mr. John Chancellor
NBC News
Thirty Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020

Dear John:

It is good to hear from you.

Let me say first that I fully agree that the Dublic
has been well served by the press, especially during the
years of the Nixon administration. Quite possibly Water-
gate would have died - certainly it would not have re-
ceived the central attention it required - without the
strenuous efforts o£ the press. And, if either~ of those
things had happened, the vices o£ the Nixon White House
might soon to have come to Ioo~ small by comparison to
what followed.

Although Watergate seems central in these respects,
I am sure that both o£ us could add a good many other sub-
jects upon which the press was the only vehicle for bringing
to light the things done in secret by the government.

Nonetheless, I do have some faults to find with the
press. I doubt whether they are related to my own experi-
ence in Washington. All of you were exceedingly good to
me and, apart from Newsweek’s irritating habit of putting
in quotation marks things that no one ever said, I can re-
call no instance in which the reDorting was in any way un-
fair (even Newsweek’s non-quotations did convey a certain
accuracy of tone.) As I told students at St. Paul’s School,
the press was much better to me than I deserved. Much the
same was true when I was Solicitor General. I may add, that
there is no groBp with whom it is more fun to talk than the
Washington pre~s corps, and most are as intelligent as all
are bright.

My questions about the direction in which come parts
of the press are moving a~e~ee the Watergate affair;
they are so unoriginal that I am sure that you have dis-
cussed them many times. Some of my concerns are expressed
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in a talk I delivered about two years ago at the Boston
University School of Communications. A copy is enclosed.
Since then, my concern has been aroused from time to time
by the screams of ~he press seeking special privileges when
anyone questions its claim to immunity from anything and
everything, by occasional instances of MbCarthyism on the
part of the staff of the Ervin Committee and a few news-
paDers in advance of the actual hearings, and by hearing
a few reporters describe their jobs as to "get" the Presi-
dent. In perspective these are relatively minor things,
but they are worth thinking about.

The AP and UPI stories growing out of my talk at St.
Paul’s School came out badly because two faults of the press
conjoined with a fault of mine as a teacher. A member of
the press was in the audience under what I understood to be
a solemn promise that there would be no report of anything
said, because I wished to enjoy the freedom of a classroom
to express tentative ideas without thinking how they would
be seen in another context. In addition, the report gave a
distorted perspective; my address and all but one of the
questions and answers dealt not at all with the reporting on
W~tergate. My fault - and it is a fault - was in concentrating
upon the few questions I wished to raise in the minds of the
students without realizing that my answer was so short as
not to give them the broader perspective in my own mind.
Quite often I find that the same thing has happened in Law
School classes,, and probably it is a good thing to be re-
minded of it.

Forgive the length of this explanation. The attention
the report received got under my skin a little, and also
worried me because it soon became clear that at least some
men for whom I have only admiration got the impression that
I had gone away from Washington sour on the press. As I
said above, quite the opposite is true and it disturbs me
to have those whom I would like to think of as friends get
a different impression.

With warm regards and best wishes,

Since re ly,

AC/Id

Archibald Cox



May I, 1974

Larry Iason, Esq.
Assistant Special Prosecutor
Watergate Task Force
United States Department of Justice
1425 I[ Street, ~.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Larry:

Last winter I put your very warm and generous
letter of December 19 aside until I should have an
opportunity to write you a personal lette~ instead of
dictating one to be typed. I did the same when your
note and envelope containing the ~ewsweek cover arrived.
It is now apparent that if I wait to write in long-
hand, I shall never attend to either.

But I did ver~v much appreciate the warmth of your
letter just as it was a pleasure to work together during
the summer and autumn. I get the impression that the
work of the o~fice continues to be vigorously, carefully
and responsibly done. I hope so. The acquittal of
Mitchell and Stans was a bit of a disappointment - unless
they were in fact innocent - but I trust that it will not
have a damaging psychological affect on the other trials.

The Newsweek cover has gone fo~.4ard in your
en~velope. I assume that it is such a pictume as you
prefer. Should I be wrong, I would of course be happy
to send you an autographed photograph that the Harvard
News Office should be able to provide.

If you are ever in Cambridge do look in.

With warm regard and the very best wishes.

Sincerely,

AC/Id

Archibald Cox



84 STATE STREET
BOSTON, MASS. 02109

ANTHONY LEWIS

August 12, 1974

Dear Archie:

In a recent letter to me criticizing
the performance of the press on impeachment,
Sam Beer quotes you as saying that you had
"quite a few misgivings" about the advocacy
role of the media in Watergate. I know that
you did regard some things along the way as
excesses, but I had thought that in general
you thought the press performance useful. Is
that wrong? Am I right in believing that you
would give the press in general higher marks
for honesty and fairness than you would Messrs.
Clawson, Ziegler, Buzhardt and Nixon?

Those are not just idle questions.
I am trying to do some thinking about the press
and Watergate and would be most grateful if you
could straighten me out on your final judgment.~
My address for the next month will be: West
Tisbury, Mass. 02575.

I should have said first: Thank you.
It could never have happened without you.



August 22, 1974

Mr. Anthony Lewis
West Tisbury
Mass achusettws 02575

Dear Tony:

Your impression is much more nearly correct than
Sam Beer’s impression. PerhaDs the trouble is in my
use of language, although I have never talked to Sam
about the subject so far as I can recall. When I say
that I have "quite a few misgivings"~ I do not mean
that I disapprove as an overall judgment.

If I had to balance the account, I would rate the
press’s Watergate performance much higher than useful.
Put in terms of the Law School grading system, I would
give the press an A- or in a sour modd a B+. Since the
quartet yo~mmention go at the bottom of the list, clearly
the press gets very much higher marks (indeed, I am
inclined to tease by asking, is all you want to do better
than that four.)

I would give the press great gredit in four respects.

i. Surely a great deal of very good investigative
reporting was done. This kept the thing from being swept
under the rug. If that had happened, we might be in a
truly desperate situation today.

2. The press did a good job in focusing attention
on Watergate and the associated hills. This too was highly
important.

3. I thought the truly widespread printing of documents
quite remarkable. So far as I can remember, the public has
never before been given as wide an opportunity to study the
basic documents and form its own judgments.

4. The editorial pages and columnists performed
enormously useful tasks. Occasionally writers seemed to
go overboard, but we all do that and the overall performance
was both important and high.



My misgivings can be suggested under several heads.

I. I am increasingly disturbed by the tendency of
the press to become journals like the New Republic or
~lational Review. I had spoken about this occasionally for
¯ efore I became Special Prosecutor. So far as I can see,
it is becoming increasingly common for reporters individual
political views and the papers editorial policy to dominate
the way in which news is presented. Some editors, such as
Tom Winship, seem to regard the old notion of impartiality
in news stories as alot of rubbish. I knew enough about
the events in Washington to observe how far this was
happening; it made me worry about relying on newspapers
in matters o£ which I had no personal knowledge.

Perh~@s one difficulty is that ~ follow one of the
two worst offenders in this regard; the Washington Post
when I am in Washington and the Boston Globe when I am
here. ~{ave you ever talked to a Washington Post reporter
about his difficulties during the time that Wiggins and
Ben Bradlee were conflict?

2. Every now and then I would note individual
instances of a deliberate blowing up of some very minor
bit of gossip in order to put President Nixon and the
White House in the worst possible light. The Times
handling of the story that I was discharged because the
Nhite House had learned that I was about to have the
President named as an unindicted co-conspir~or is an
example.

3. I noted a good many occasions on which lawyers
seemed to be manipulating reporters and reporters to be
manipulating lawyers to the general disadvantage of the
public. I also talked with reporters who acknowledgsd
this danger. However, I have not ~ought all the questions
through, consequently this is rightly called a "misgiving."

4. The conduct of White House reporters at President
Nixon’s press conferences was abominable more often than
not. I guess part of my distaSee f~r ~t stems from the
conviction that those reporters on those occasions did
more to obscure the rea! issues and help President Nixon
than anything else that occurre~ during the whole Water-
gate affair.



I should add the caution that I dictated these thoughts
as they ran through my mind. I have never discussed them
with anyone at any length and really would not wish to present
them as products ~f mature reflection. I shall be here off
and on before going to "the other Cambridge" about October
i. Perhaps we can get together some time in September after
you have returned to Cambridge.

Finally, please note that th~s letter will be "dictated
but not read." I am off to Maine before it can be typed. I
will go over tine carbon and see if changes are required.when
I next come back here.

All the best..

Sincere iy,

Archibald Cox

AC/Id


	
	
	
	
	
	

